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THE LEDGER & TIMES
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

a year In Calloway
Marshall. Graves, Henry and Steuart Counties.
a year elsewhere el
the State of Kentucky.

$1.00

$1.50
a year to any address
$2.00 other
than above.

Your Progressive Home Newspaper for Over Half a Century
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon July 25, 1940

Vol. CVIII; No. 30

6110 GRADUATE Hamilton Is Murray Hope for
TWO MURDER CASES Vernon Stubblefield, Sr. to Appear on National MORE THAN 400
Paducah
Tennis
Championshi
p
THIS SUMMER AT
ON AUGUST DOCKET Hook-up Tuesday Night t9 Tell Story of Radio ATTEND PICNIC
MURRAY COLLEGE Semi-Finalist
FOR DAIRYMEN

, Temilumn"
days.
avoid

This Brings Graduation Total
to 1,502 Since College
Was Founded

.pward,
grow

NO COMMENCEMENT
EXERCISES IN SUMMER
With the granting of degrees to
81 graduates August 3, the total
number
of students graduated
from Murray State College in its
17 years of existence will reach
1502.
For the second time tri its history there will not be a commencement at the close of the summer
semester in August. The practice of holding just one large exercise in June, as tried last year,
proved so successful that It was
repeated this year.
Students graduating len August
received
same iitognition in
the exe
s as those who graduated
June, with the exception
of re
g the diplomas.
The
wing students expect to
receive
eir degrees in August:
BS-John Bostick, Clinton; Louis
Grant Brandes, Troy. Mo.; Nancy
Dee Lester, Princeton; Robert 0.
Miller,
Hazel; Luther
Franklin
'Nance, Lynn Grove; Willie T. Newberry, Dresden, Tenn.; Ella Mae
Newton, Golden Pond; Sally Foster
Parham. Mayfield; Homer Lee
Purdy, Dawson Springs; Margaret
McNutt Rudd, Mayfield; Hazel Nell
Sammons, Murray; Hal Avon Saunders. Newman. Ill.; Kathryn LaRue
N,,Saunders. Murray; Ernest Bernard
"Smith, Jellico. Tenn.; Joseph Williarn
Spalding, Matthews, Mo.;
Thomas Dudley Stevenson. Henshaw; Robert Lee St. John, Dawson
Springs; Laurine Tarry, Murray;
Curtis Bethel Thompson. Boaz.
011ie
James
Allen. Jackson;
Anise
Cora
Ashmore, Dawson
Springs; G. C. Beale. Amarillo.
Tex.; Russ Bradford Brandon, Murray;
James
William
Carneal,
'Heath; Joseph Snead Clift, Obion,
Tenn.; R. L. Cooper. Murray; Carl
Julian Craddock. Humboldt, Tenn.;
Theda Crider. Milburn: Leonard
Ezell Harding, Hickman; Alice
Corinne Henry, Knight; Neil N.
Hicks. Paducah; ha Marie Hight,
Crofton; Wilbur B. Horning. Clay;
Blanche Lynette Housman. Mayheld; Floy Johnston, Kevil; Hilda
Ray Jones. Dexter; William Thomas Lamb, Brewers; Seth Thomas
Farley, Henderson.
AB: Dorothy Josephine Cain,
Almo; Frances Cosby, Mayfield;
Edward Mack
Kellow, Hardin;
Charles Henry Stamps, Murray;
Mary Belle Yeiser, Paducah.
BS, in Home Economics: Mary
Clark Carman, Murray: Edna Pearl
Erwin, Murray; Martha Frances
Fondaw, Bandana; Rosalyn Marie
Gourley. Cunningham; -Sallie Lemons. Murray; Pauline Calloway
Raymond. Corydon: Mary Brown
Russell. Paris; Hera Jane Spiceland. Knight: Frances Lynn Underwood, Murray.
Bachelor of Music Education:
Guy Monroe Ashmore, Paducah;
Carlene Caldwell Stokes, Fulton:
Mary Poter Eatherly, Lebanon,
Tenn.; Gilbert Paul Colaianni, Lorain, O.; Adney Eldridge Cross.
Benton; Verve Jackson Kennedy,
Morganfield; Florence Margarette
Stephens, Wickliffe; Annie Belle
Willis, Russellville.
B. of Music: Emily Yager Carothers, Bardstown.
The following have applied for
degrees (BS, in October: Samuel
..etee'Anderson.
Madisonville;
Henry
Breckenridge, Lone Oak; James
Cooper, Paducah; Alice Nelle Evans, Murray; Ena Kennedy, Murray; Herman Morris, Georgetown,
III.; Fowler Todd, Murray; John
es Weems, Linton; Myra Wilson, Hickory; Martha ,Wooden. Bardwell.

•

In a slam-bang match that left
spectators groggy.
-66-17-5apaetvte:
.J. D. Hamilton
I
srred
tory over Murrell Hogan, seeded
•
Number One player Wednesday
afternoon, and advanced to the
semi-finals, • where be will meet
Gene - •Funkhou.ser this afternoon
at Barkley Park.
Hamilton won over Bill Wilson
6-1, 6-2 in his second round match,
requiring less than 50 minutes to
dust off the Number 2.Murray College tennis player. •
Hamilton byed through the first
round, and experienced trouble in
beating Charles Russell, Paducah,
10-8, 6-4, but there was never any
doubt as to how Monday's outcome
would be, with Hamilton driving
his way to the net to make putaway shots time and again. Should
Hamilton beat Hogan this afternoon, he will play in the semiFriday
finals
afternoon.
The
finals are scheduled for Saturday.
Wilson, before bowing to Hamilton. wen two matches Sunday by
top-heavy scores. He will team
with last year's singles champion.
Ralph Pickard;' Number 1 Murray
State player, in the men's doubles.
Pickard is not competing in the
singles this year. ,
Hamilton well play doubles with
J. D. HAMILTON, JR.
H. D. Holt, Jr., Sturgis, who played
Number 2- on the Murray freshman
team this past season. In his
singles matches, Holt won from W.
L. Beasley, Jr., 6-4, 5-7. 8-2, but
dropped a 7-5. 6-4.match to Chester Kerth.
Lubie Veal and Joe Pat Ward,
Murray's other entrants in the
meet, were eliminated early. Ward
losing in the second round, add
Veal forfeiting..
Hull Heads American Parley Last year Hamilton was runnerup
in the state high school tennis
In Havana, as Republics
meet, and won the Paducah Junior
Meet for Caucus
Open. He did not play in the
singgles division last season.

ATTACK ON BRITAIN
AWAITED AS F.D.R.
WANTS 'MORE MEN'

One Voluntary Manslaughter and
17 Child Desertion Cases
Due August 6
--------A docket including two wilful
murder trials, one voluntary manslaughter case, 17 child desertion
cases, four forging counts, one
arsyn trial, two seductions, and
7, carnally knowing a female under
16. charges, is on the books for the
August term of court, beginning
August 6.
The case of Maston (Cub) Cook,
charged with wilful murder, continued from the April term because of the alleged illness of the
defendent will come up sometime
during the session probably, as will
the case of Pauline Littleton,
charged with wilful murder.
Coming up also is the L. B.
Boggess case, charging Boggess
with voluntary manslaughter. The
case is continued from the April
term because of an absence of
witnesses.
Grand jury indictments are to be
returned on more than a dozen
cases.

Garrisons Open
New Store Here
Whiteway Market to Be Ready for
Public Saturday Morning
is Report

'EVEN DECADES OF PROGRESS

CORRECTION PLEASE

•

In a write-up last week of the
death of Mrs. Ellen Laveson, the
name of her husband7Mr. M. F.
Lawson, was left off the list of
surviving relatives. We are glad
to make this correction.

Principal Speaker
at Annual Outing at
College Farm
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Lau
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Jackson Purchase League

Murray Will Play
Host to Meet
Aug. 4, 11

Former Countian
Dies in Detroit

}

Two Cases Reported
by Patrolman Adams

Election Officials Are Named
For Primary Saturday, August 3

edger & Times 1st. Annu0 Tennis
Tourney Will Begin Augustlourth

Association Members
To Meet and Choose
Directors by Ballot

Twelfth Street Is
Oiled Before Packing

Ledger & Times Tennis Tourney
ENTRY BLANK
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The second annual picnic of the
Purchase Jersey Cattle Club was
held July 19 at the Murray State
About
College Farm, Murray.
400 members and friends were in
attendance and enjoyed together
an excellent program and a barbecue dinner served by members
of the Agirculture Club. of the
College.
.
The morning program included a
judging centest for 'embers of
4-H Clubs and Futere Farmer Organizations in this district. Four
rings of Jerseys were judged and
the high score was won by Herman Wicker, -a--member of the
Training Sc heol FFA.
Murray
James Striathers, dairy specialist
from the University of Kentucky,
did the official placing of the rings
and stated briefly reasons why
they were- so placed.
Following the judging contest
lir.- tismothers diseaesed "stertificisitInsemination of Dairy Cattle". He
pointed out the advantages and
the requirements for setting up
artificial insemination
proan
gram. Dr. Sam H. Dorfman, Murray veterinarian who has been
(1(.ing some insemination work in
this section was introduced to the
Dr. Dorfman has been
group.
using in his work "Design Forward". 381088, a bull belonging to
the College.
The afternoon program was presided over by Prof. A. Carman,.
head of the _department of agriculture of the college. Dr. James
H. Richmond. president of Murray
College. gave the welcoine address.
Dr. Richmond emphasized in his
address the need for greater diversification of crops ih this section.
The next speaker on- the program was H. J. Sweitert agricultural
development agent for the Illinois
Mr.
Central Railway System.
Sweitert discussed. "More Profit
from Milk with Lower Production
He pointed out that a
Cost."
greater profit cupid be had from
dairy cattle by substituting superior . sires for inferior ones.
growing more and better. Pasture
and hay; eliminating the boarder
cow through testing and record
keeping; and most of all haying
livestock ideals and becoming cattle
minded.

Murray's newest grocery, OCCU•
STUBBLEFIELD ASSIST
Peing the same position and in the
same building as that used form•
The story of Stubblefield and
erly by Fain & Bell and Overbys
the radio he invented will be told
Food Market, will open for busiover a national hookup for the
ness Saturday morning with what
its new owners declare will be
first time Tuesday night, July 30,
one of the most up-to-date stocks,
The fate of the league had been at 7 o'clock when the Columbia
in the city.
in doubt for some time. as _both Broadcasting Company, New York
The
new store is
Garrison's
Birmingham and Cherry Corner City. presents Vernon Stubblefield,
Whiteway Market
will be opeFORMER KING EDWARD
had given up their franchise, and Sr., and Bernard Stubblefield
rated by Walter Garrison, who
in its
IS SENT TO BAHAMAS
both agreed "that they never
managed for nine years, the 'neat
feature program, "We The People."
7:
were
in
the
league,
but
merily
departments of Fain AC Bell and
Managers, of the Jackson PurDr. W. H. Mason, Murray surAmericans were still anxiously
Overbey's Market. and his son, chase Baseball League met Tues- wanted to play ball".
Emerson Crowley, NYA super- geon, has provided CBS with a
awaiting Hitler's blitzkrieg on the
Bobby Garrison, and Mrs. Gar- day night in the Ledger & Times
personal
account of his knowledge
visor, offered the league a "free
British Isles, but as yet only aerial
rison.
office and voted unanimously to tourney"
at the camp park, and of Stubblefield's experiment, as a
warfare and the onslaught on the
Well
known
in
this
county,.
the
decide the league championship by
Funeral Services to Be Held at
high seas prevailed.
Garrisons have many friends and means of a -free baseball tourna- agreed to furnish enough bleacher part of the program: '
Union Grove Church of Christ
While waiting. the United States
Mr. Vernon Stubblefield. Murhave been industriously occupied ment. to be held on the Murray seats for the crowd, and bear all
Today at 5 P. M.
Senate continued to carry out the
all the week in getting their new diamond, just off tele Hazel High- tournament expenses. Pine -Bluff ray druggist and cousin of Nathan
wanted
the
meet
also.
but
could
"President's" policy by drafting
Stubblefielfield.
store
the inventor, will
in readiness for opening Sat- way, Sunday, August 4, ,and SunPerry Thurmond. 36. of Detroit,
not top the offer made by Crow- leave for New York City 'this week
compulsory
military Mich. termer
first
the
Murray resident, urday. Their opening ad occurs day, August 11. The winner will ley.
with
training bill ever introduced in died in
authenticating
documents,
resent the league in the disDetroit Monday. Funezal on the grocery page in t,...,hee _
Umpires selected for the entire photostats, pictures. and data to be
Congress since the government services' will be
• ict play-off. which is also being
held from the
tournament were Joe Little, Clyde used in the program.
was set up. This step was aided Union
sought for Murray.
Grove. Church of Christ.
Steele, James Rumfelt. and ClinBernard Stubblefield. son of the
by the Senate military affairs com- this county, today (Thursday)
The league. which was organized
at
ton
Byeis.
inventor, has accepted the invitamittee's approval of the expendi- 5 p. m. with Elders
through
the
state
WPA
recreational
T. G. Curd
Drawings
were
held
and
tion
in
.of broadcasting officials to
the
ture of over 46.000,000,000 for more and
department, got off to a slow start
Chunn
Fred
in
charge.
first game.' starting at 2 o'clock appear on the hookup.
armaments.
Interment will be in the Murray , One theft charge and one minor and no one team abided by all the Hardin
and Pine Bluff will meet,
Substantiating evidence has also
Should
Burke-Wadsworth City Cemetery.
the
car accident has been reported by rules as set forth in the league and 30 minutes
after the 'first game been secured from Dr. Rainey T.
bill go through, and there is very
A former Murray High School State Patrolman Charley Adams constitution.
Consequently each is over, Murray
NYA will play Wells, general counsel for the
little doubt that it will not, then star athlete, Thurmond is survived for
Calloway County during the game played, could have been Standing Rock. The
winners will Woodmen of the World, and from
registration of all thase males by his widow, Mrs. Perry
protested on one grounds or anThur- past week.
meet August 11 at 2:30 to decide a number of other sources.
from the ages of 18-64, but mond, twin sons Dean and
Paul Garner, 18. is being held other, hence the idea of a tournaDon;
In reply to a request from the
only those between 21-31,`ewho four brothers, Lubie. Cecil.
Zelna, here, charged with the theft of a ment.
(See "Playoff". Page 13i
program sponsors. Dr. Mason Wired
have no dependents or do not and Leslie Thurmond, all of this 1934
Ford, owned by Joe Carson.
the following account of his knowlhave "conscientious objections" to ec‘t
• Gardiner Speaks
ity; qne sister, Mrs. Carl Turner, The youth was arrected by C. C.
edge of Stubblefield's achievethis step' toward militarizing the o s Huntington,
Another excelleat talk was that
W. Va., and his Jones and Elias Robertson on
ments:
United State will be used in peace- father and mother. Mr. and Mrs.
of Laurence B. Gardiner. field repSouth Eighth Street, and is now
"As family phesician for and resentative of the American Jertraining.
time
leaders Tom Thurmond.
Senate
being held in jail. '
personal
agreed.
friend
of
Nathan
B.
StubHe discussed
sey Cattle Club.
Mr. tburmah was a member
Augustus Phillips. ran into a
blefield, I was privileged to see "The Value of the Proven Sires",
The conference of all American of the Ferndale, Mich., Church
of herd of cows, owned by J. C. Kemp.
and hear private demonstrations of He stressed the need of testing and
republics in Havana continued in Christ. r
\
on the Coldwater Road, and killed
Officers to preside over the vari- clerk: Harley Williams. judge;' Ed his invention which he called
harmony with Secretary of State . The body aerived yesterday
the
in one and seriously injured another ous polls throughout
Calloway Watson. judge: Gertie Story, sheriff. 'wireless telephone' many years be- herd classification ofr the imCordell Hull continuing to carry mayfield. and Was brought
by Sunday night.
The cows were county for the primary election,
Lynn Grove: Mrs. Bunn Swann, fore, he gave the first public dem- provement of Jerseys in the Purout his mission of uniting all of ambulance to Murray.
He emphasized the way
chase.
crossing the highway. No charges Saturday. August 3. have been ap- clerk; J. L. Mills. judge; Luther
onstration in 1901 or 1902. It was which the Star Bull program and
them behind a banner of "Amerpointed by the election commission Parker. judge; H. LL. Ford, sheriff.
were made.
probably as early as 1892 that I the Selective Registration Proicas for Americans". Steps toward
of this county.
Bert Riley, Lee county, arvested
Harris Grvoe: Rema Cole. clerk; first knew
taking care of fifth-columnists, 2 1-4
of his invention.
gram would improve the breed and
tons of red clover
acre
Seven varieties of hybrid seed
Each polls will have two Demo- Ernest Erwin. judge: Stanley Rob"One day he handed me a de- restore -faith in the purebred aniand a step toward claiming any on limed, .phosphated
land -and corn are being tested by William crats and two Republicans as offit- erts. judge; B. M. Cole. sheriff.
vice
in
whet
appeared
to
be
a
(See "Attack", Page el
mal.
1-4 ton per acre on untreated 'Sen. Pennington, Leslie county.
South Swann: Carlos Erwin, clerk;
leis. Those selected were:
keg with a handle on it. CarryAlso present wore Edward Jones
Southwest Murray: Mayme-Ran- Gat Phillips, judge; W. D. Erwin,' ing out his instructions. I started
and Murray Miles from the dairy'
dolph, clerk; Mrs. Gregg , Miller, judge; H. H. Dunn, sheriff.
walking
down
the
lane
with the extension division of the UniWest Hazel: Grace Wilcox. clerk;
judge; Mrs Ida Douglass, judge;
W. C. Osbrod, judge; Julius Cooper, keg. From it I could hear dis- versity of Tennessee.
Hilda Whitnell. sheriff.
tinctly his voice and a french
judge: W. B. Scruggs, sheriff.
The sticeces of the picnic and
Southeast Murray: Myrtlene ShipEast Hazel: Ruby St. Johmeclerk; harp 'Tharmonicai .which he was the program are evidence of the
lee. clerk; C. H. Redden, judge; Toy Charles Walker. judge; Houston broadcasting to me.
way in which the Purchase Jersey
Underwood, juege; Willie Downs, Miller, judge; Hugh Cooper,
"Time and again I heard similar Cattle
sheriff.
functionipg.
Club is
sheriff.
Providence: Lucille Jones. clerks ,elemonstratfons. There were sevM. D. Harrison. president of
Preston
Northeast Murray: Alton Cole,
Perry, judge; Homer Card, -eral years before Marconi made the club, expressed the sentiment
clerk; Estelle McDougall. judge; judge: Hardy Miller. sheriff.
his announcement about wireless of the'crowd in describing the picWill Clanton. judge, Thomas RobFair: Herman Clanton.' clerk; telegraphy. About 1900 Stubblenic a profitable and e. ,eyable
erts, sheriff.
Wavel Alderson. judge; McKinley field made public demonstations,
ive trophies to the winners in each are tennis enthusiasts, andeeach is
Northwest Murray: Velma Tyree. Arnett. judge: Otis Johnson. sheriff. broadcasting from one-half to two4 Those announced as winners in
dision.requested by the Ledger & Times
or three miles. There are-niany
clerk: Mrs. Autry Ross. judge; Wilthe cattle judging contest in order
The only provision is that the to get in shape and get in
living persons who can testify to of their
liam Whitnell, judge; Tharpe Futplacement were: Herman
emust
AnforythteenntlislIspluasyeder
sporItt:s
dll
ool rell, sheriff.
'this fact. I subscribed to the funds Wicker. Training School, 677;
Johnn trh match.Pa
wholesome sport, and theresg atfor a corporation, known as the
West Murray: Bertha Jones. clerk:
nie Owen, Hazel, 674: Bill Ed Henin this section may enter the meet. tractive trophies for the chamWireless Corporation of America, don, Hazel,
Mafgaret Crawford. judge: Will
670; Joe Lamb, Hazel,
players must
All
play their pions.
about this tiiiie.
Wash
judge; Lennis Ward...sheriff.
659s Billy Cahoen. Training School,
matches when scheduled or forfeit
Whether you've been
playing
"Stubblefield went to 'Washing- 658: Eugene Wagner,.
South est New Concord: Gaytheir match. Those persons re- tennis a week or ten years, get
Cayce.,. 650:
toe.
New
York,
nelle
and
Willi
s,
Philadelphia
Dewey
clerk:
ColeHarold Young. Almo. 644; Calvin
sponsible for arranging the times ready to play in the Ledger er
Nominations Will Be Made August to see
about his patents, etc. Jest West. Hazel,
Men's Singles, Boys' Singles, of their matches
man.
judge:XEthal
Bailey,
judge;
64(1; W. D. Adams,
will be named in Times tennis touresament, which
10; Election Is Two
what happened we don't (know.
Rob Alibritten,,., sheriff.
Women's Singles and
the brackets next week:Training
School, 636: Barkley
will-get underway. August 4.
Weeks Later
Later he came home and was per- Jones,
South
New
Con
rcl:
WI
D.
ColeInterest
Lynn Grove. 6,32; Paul
in tennis as a sport in
Doubles Are Open
Just clip the coupon from this
suaded to go back later with cer- Bailey,
tterree. judge;
Murray has prompted the Ledger week's paper and mail or bring it man, clerk: Janie
Training School, 614; 'EdSaturday afternoon. August 10. tain changes
and improvements in
dge; Kelly
Calling All Murray Tennis Fans! & Times to start the tennis tourn- to the Ledger & Times -on or be- Arthur Jewell, Sr.,
has been set for the nomination of his invention. Some think his in- ward Hendon, Concord. 609; Hardin Walker, Cayce. 606; W. 0. ConCalling all Calloway County Ten- ament, as the demand for some, fore noon, Wednesday, July 31,_ If Smith. sheriff.
vetion
North
Concord:
was
New
stolen. Some think ner, Almo. 602; and Rob MarineR.
R.
'Robcandidates
for
the directors of the
nis Fans! Calling All Tennis Fans! thing of this sort has been great, you're entering the doubles, PleaSe
,
he
was
w
er
u
ts
ji.
s
c
F
defrauded.
le
t
v
r
i
kderW
I
j
.
1.W
nC
d
know
j
.
g
a
u
er
ld
;
kg
ee
r;
.
he
was
Western
Dark
Kirksey. 598.
Fired
Tobacco
The Ledger & Times is sponsor- in order to add a fitting climax to state who your partner will be,
offered
nuge
"sums
of
money
for
in case you are not sure, just put
Growers' Association in Calloway his invention and that he
ing its first annual tennis tourna- the tennis season.
sheriff.
refused
A good porticin of Murray people "John Jones and Partner".
ment, beginning August 4, on the
. South Liberty: Edd Wilson, clerk; County, officials of the association them all, knowing that he had discollege courts, and continuing un- I
covered
Fay Roberts, judge; A. C. Burton, revealed today,
.
one of the miracles of the
til *champion has been crowned.
judge; 0. B. Guerrin, sheriff.
On Saturday, August 24, polls modern,age. .
Faxon: Mrs. Hardin Morris. clerk;
There will be four divisions of
•
"He
was
an extremely brilliant,
Aubry Ahart judge; Nolan Adams; will be open from 9-4 and official honorable man, though called queer
play---men's senior singles, boy's
ballots
will
be
provided
for
memThe initial coat of oil has been
kedge: Alvin Brandon. sheriff.
junior singles, men's doubles, and
by his neighbors. The family beNorth Liberty: Cletus Shelton, bers to elect a director to repre- came poor and separated. Stub- applied to 'Twelfth Street, and
women's singles. Play will start
within the next two weeks, the
clerk; Carlos Brooks, judge; A. H. sent their respective distriets dur- blefield in his later years
in the singles divisions the first
lived
Cook, judge; Mayan Houston, sheriff. ing the coming year. '
y. but the doubles will not get
the life of a virtual hermits disap- street should be opened. More
Almo: Mrs. Whit Imes. clerk:
Eleven members are elected an- pointed, embittered and despond- limestone will be placed on the
underway before August 8.
Please enter
street, then it will he oiled . and
Thales Graham. judge; Lucille Rob- nually to direct the affairs of the ent. In
March, 1928. his dead body
(Entrant's name)
All you have to do to enter, is
erts, judge; Tom Hurt. sheriff.
packed before opening
pool which has a membership of was found in his little hut
here
to fill out the entry blank, and
in the Ledger & Times Tennis Tournament, beginDexter: Lee Donaldson. clerk; approximately 10.000 farmers in
Preliminary servey, hatse 'been
in Calloway County, Kentucky.
send or bring it to the Ledger
ning August 4, on the college courts, in the followMaud Woodall, judge; John Baker, the eight counties west of the Tenmade, and the right-of-way stetted
His
body
lies
in
an
unmarked
office before noon, Wednesday. July
judge; Inell Walston, sheriff.
out for 'the' Five Points-Outland
s nessee River in Kentucky and in
ing divisions:
31. The drawings will be made
Jackson: Mrs. Otis Patton, clerk; Henry, Obion, and Weakley Coun- kiiive just north of town.
Factory Street, to be begun later.
"Two
years
later.
in
1930,
Wednesday
afternoon, and anthe
Parker
Harrell., judge: Lowell Ed- ties in Tennessee.
) Men's Senior Division open to all.
citizenry of this teammunity erect- N. E. Stone W.as the low bidder
nounced in next week's Ledger de
mpns, judge: Jim Washer; sheriff.
1 Boy's Junior Tournament (open to all boys
For the district west of the rail- ed a modest marker on the campus for the concrete street, but the
Times.
Kirksey: Johnny Walker, clerk;
contract has not been let as yet by
that have not passed their 18th birthday)
Mrs. Hugh Gingles, 'judge; Olonice road the meeting Saturday will of Murray State College dedicated the state highway department.
There will
no entry fee for
McAllen, judge: Brown Ross. ebeereff. be held at the Courthouse, and the to him as the Inventor of 'Radio."
the tournament, as the physical
) Women's Singles open fo all.
The program is scheduled by
North Brinkley: Ewell Mores, members will vote there August
education department of the col) Men's Doubles open to all.
clerk; Onyx Hurt, judge; Otis Baz- 24. Those members in this county CBS for Tuesday evening. Julyee10.
ALM° CHURCH OF CHRIST
lege, under Coach Roy Stewart has.
living east of the railroad will at 7 o'clock, Central Standard ' ar
•
zell, judge; H. H. Riley. sheriff.
donated the use of the four courts
This
coupon
must
be
meet
at
the
South
in
the
office
time.
Ledger
Brinkley:
&
of
Among
A.
Hobart
G.
office
the
OutTimes
stations
Morgan,
of
this
4
Elder
Garvin Curd will preach
on the athletic field and the nets
clerk; Lucille Potts, judge; C. E. land dr Company for their meet- area on the CBS network are at the Almo -Church 'if Christ
not later than noon, Wednesday, July 31.
for the tournament, while the LedMills. judge; C. W. Adams, sheriff. ing, and will vote at the same WHAS,4 Louisville; WCKY. Cov- Sunday moening and evening.
ger & Times will present attractJuly
North Swann: Winnie Crouch, ,place.
ington; and KMOX, St. Lodee.

FOUR DIVISIONS
ARE OPEN TO ALL
Wrather Elected
TENNIS PLAYERS
Secretary, FDEA

Prof. M. 0. Wrather, assistant
director of extension at Murray
State College, has been elected
secretary-treasurer
of the
First
District Educational „Association.
A former county school superintendent' of Calloway County, Mr.
Wrather received his BS degree
from Murray State College in the
first graduating class of the school.
He received his MA degree from
Peabody College. Mr. Wrather, a
native of Calloway County, has
, been at Murray since 1938 as as,' sistant director of extension.
W. H. Baldree, Mayfield, was
elected president- of the Association at its annual meeting. The
FDEA is composed of 13 counties:
Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle, Ballard,
Graves, McCracken, Marshall, Calloway, Trigg. Lyon, Caldwell, Crittenden, and Livingston. There are
approximately 1400 members. The
next meeting will be held at Murray October les:and 12.
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h. visited in Murray over the tending camp at Camp Pakentuck roll Cotrty, Tenn., since Thursday
week -end.
near Ozark. lii, this week. They of last week."While' in HuntingMr and Mrs. Homer Lassiter. of will return to Murray Sunday. - don, Mr. Brown attended church
Hardin, were in Murray Friday. Mr. an Mrs. Lloyd Miller and services where Bro. B. L. Douthitt
afternoon. Mr. Lassiter will enter daughter. Sacramento. Calif., and is holding a revival meeting.
the University of Kentucky the Truman Hendricks and son. Gene.
Mrs. D. K. Butterworth has re5
0 next *Lorimer term to .complete of Detroit, were visitors Sunday in turned from an extended visit
work on his Master's Degree.
the home of Claude Miller.
with her son. Paul Butterworth
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Wilkinson
Mr. and Mrs- E. C. Pain. Hous- and Mrs. Butterworth in Detroit.
Mrs. Ga. itett Jones left Wednes- North Sixteenth Street.
and daughters, of Shreveport, La., ton, Tex.. arrived today to
Tandy of Mason
Clay
City.
visit
isky fur Dickson. Tenn., for a short
Miss Adeline Hayden. of Salem. visited relatives in Murray last Mrs. Fain -a brother. Carl Hen- jou-a: arrived Saturday to join
...tot with her sister, Mrs. W. E. viseed friends in Murray last week. week.
dricks.
i•s. Tandy and son. Jack, who
lutton.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Kelley. ope- have been the guests for several
Joe Brown. ot. Danville. visited
Rev. Howell Forja. Of North
, __
Mrs- Jack Sixteenth Street. is iff Washington. friends on the college campus raturs of the Murray Hatchery, re- weeks of Mr. and Mrs. T. H.
It .144°`Ire,..
.._MTs•
turned Tuesday night from. St. Stokes and
Mrs. S. B. Tandy.
'`-'4'et Miss "ulna "w'
s°"- Mrs -New York City, and Philadelphia last week.
3ana Moore. Mrs. Tom Williams this week on a vacation trip.
'Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Hicks and Louts. where they had spent sev- They will return this week to
end lark Ottis Churchill were
•
daughter are visiting here from eral days attending a national poul- their home in Mason City.
Mr and Mrs. Harold Lumsden. Highland
uncheon guests yesterday of Mrs.
try convention in session there.
Park. Mich.
Mrs. Joe Kluth and daughter
'heeler Denham at her home in of Matthew'. Mo. ties returned
Mr. and Mrs. Bun Houston and
Miss Marylyn Lambirth. of
Juan have returned to their home
home after an extended visit in family
rlazel.
are here for a visit from nerd. visited frieeds on the
in Louisville after spending last
Murray.
Bartlettsville. Okla.
campus Tuesday and Wednesday,
Misses I.ula Clayton. nettle and
week as the guests of Mr. and
Dr. Katherine Fisher has reMr.
and
Mrs.
Rudolph
Eugene
McCowan.
Futrell
is
Randolph..
visiting
F.'lizsbeth
who are al- turned front Chickasaw
Camp.
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger.
ending Peabody College. In Nash- near Henderson. where she has and son left this week for their friends in Murray.
Mrs. Homer Williams has returnhome in Highland Park. Mich..
Mrs. L. L. Veal, Jane and NV- ed from a visit with
.-ille, were week-end guests of been acting as camp physician
Miss Lida
heir mothers. Mrs Jack Beale and . Mrs. Fred Gsasiman and (laugh- af.er visiting relatives and friends Olio Veal, have returned haile Dowdy in Lexington, Ky., and
here for two weeks.
from Memphis. Tenn., where they with her brother
ars Mas-rite Randolph .
"
ter. Jacqueline. have - returned
Bedford.
in
Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. Lea Lahia and have been with Mr. Veal. who is
Mr. and Mrs. 'Jess Millard of home to Rockwood. Tenn after a
Miss Luta Thornton has returned
.."entralia. III., were gueets Sunday brief visit with her mother. Mrs. son visited Mr. and Mrs. Fmnis in a hospital. He is expected buck Or St. Louis after spending a two
.
if Mr. and, Mrs. Garnett Jones. Nellie Shoemaker, of South Third Futrell for. two weeks. They left in about three weeks.
weeks' vacation with Mr. and Mrs.
for their home in Detroit this
William Cutchin. H. D. Holt, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs Robert Burnett street.
R R. Metuah.
week.
J.
D.
Hamilton.
Jr.,
and
Willer of Nashville spent the week
Bill
WilMiss Marne Ryan returned Sat-Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mahn and
Mr. and Mrs. Chalmus Roberts son seers in Paducah Monday at?rid with her mether.,, Mrs. Ben B. urday from Hardy. Ark., where she
the former's brother, Oilver Mahn
and family, Highland Park, Mich., tending the tennis tournament.
Ceys.
has been in camp for the past
of Athens. Ohio, are guests this
are in the county for a two weeks'
Byron Ashmore spent last Satur- week of
Mr and Mrs. Leo runoff: Charles month..
Mrs. Mahn's parents, Dr.
visit.
day in Paducah.
ind Billie Failion' of Owensboro
•-•
Mr. and Mrs. Nat Ryan. and Mis.s
and Mrs. P. A. Hart,
•Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pashea left
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lovett and
krrived durtng the week-end to Marjorie Shroat of Murray. Vi"t..11;
Miss
Lotta
Roe
of Fort
Saturday for their home in St Hall Hood are expected to return
ipend sji-eral days with Mi. C. B. in Memphis Saturday.
Worth. Tex., is the guest of Mr.
Louis, Mo., after spending a week today front Ashland. where
Fulton and other relatives. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyoriell 1..pford
they and Mrs. J. N. Green.
Will Fulton and Miss Ruth- Fulton. left for their home in Akron. 0.. with Mrs. Paahea's parents. Mr. have been attending the state
Mrs. Calista Butterworth Jones
and
Mrs.
A.
J.
Marshall.
Mrs.
American
Legion
A Owe.nsbero arrAed Tuesday littr after spending two weeks' vacation
convention.
has returned to her position at
Pashea's nieces, Doris and Roxie
I short visit,
Mrs.
Gordon
Fields and son. of the Bank of Murray after a visit
with their parents. Mr. and Mrs. E.
Guthrie
Churchill spent
the a Wilson and Mr. and Mrs. W. Workman. returned with them for Little Rock. Ark., are visiting Mrs. with Miss Lela Dowdy in Lexinga visit.
week-end with friends in Fulton. B. Lipford.
Fields parents. the Wilsons, at the ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hall, Joe Elmus Beale Hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed West and
John an
Myrtle Freeman. of
The pulpit of the local Presbylaughter Julie-arm of Paris. were Calvert City. visited their brother Spalding, and Lester King were in
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Brown have terian church will be filled SunEast
Prarie.
Mu
.
last
Friday
night
week -end' guests of her parents. Edward and Mrs. Freeman. of
returned to their home at /07 day by Or. J. C. -Barr.--former
for the softball games.
Mr and Mrs. John L. Jones.
North Sixth street.
West Main Street last week-end.
They have pastor of the church. The Rev.
J
D.
Hamilton.
-Jr..
H
D
Holt.
E. S Norman. of SS Coleman
been vititing friends and relatives Howell M. Forgy is on a business
Jesse Darnell spent last weekJoe Pat Ward. Palmer Out- in Bruceton
fteenue. Dearborn. Mich.. is- visit- end with his parents in Paducah.
and Huntington, Car- ..p in the 'East.
ing friends and relatives in Murs
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Chumbier, land and Billy Res- went to Paduray
of Brewers. Visited in Murray cah for the tennis matches Saturday afternoon.
If D. Holt. JT . of Sturgis, is SLITARY afternoon.
Ralph Wear, and daughter_ Jac., T) HZ!"-,..T. ,7- ,T!
,'
'•• - :3 _Beaman. of Paduquenns's Edd Kellow. J. P. Williams. Lester King. and Joe Sstaing attended the Mayfield-.1
baseball -game in Mayfield
AIFIERNOONS
day bightLacy Downey. of Paducah. visithildren
10c
ed
friends in Murray during last
4.%
ADMISSION-10c and 16c
Balcony itax included)
16c
week-end.
Lower Float (tax included
'1
30e
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lovett.. and
Hall HoosLaigna, in Louisville lag
week-end.
. Bill Nrilseri. Milt Martin. H. D.
Hait. Jr.. Ralph Wear and Miss
THREE CACTUS CAVALIERS alills.s
.
Marguerite Gatten attended the
..4.
AS THE ROAD TO
tennis tournament in Paducah unROMANCE AND
daY.
ADVENTURE ...BRAVING UNTOLD
and- -Mrs- B. C. Crowl . of
Poole.
visited their son. Emerson,
DANGER TO BRING LAW AND
Crowley. who is head of the local
ORDER TO THE UNTAMED PLAINS. -. National
Youth
Administratipn
Project. Saturday night.
Miss Louise Hardison., and"Ther
niece. Mix,. Jeane Alderson. _. of
:
Columbia. have been visiting her
brother-in-law. the Elder C. L.
E
Francis and Mrs. Francis in Murray.
Mrs. L. B. Vance of the Story's
RIcie Again! Looking for frOisbie
Chapel community. has been the
guest of her sister,.Mrs. W. T. KeY.
and finding it in the heart of
for'the past Weet.
.4.4.s.7.'s,trt.t t
the ofd west!
t 0.Mrs. Novella Perry of Akron.
visited in the home of W. T
....
Key recently. Mrs. Perry is a sister of Mrs. Key.
7
Mr. and Mrs. 'Lonnie Henson of
Detroit. Mich., and Mr. and Mrs.
Malcolm Pressor) of Huntingdon.
Tenn., returned Friday from 'a
motor trip to the Smoky Mountains and points of interest int
.
featuring
Non Carolina.
Mr. .and Mrs. Charlie. Jackson
of oreenortle. S C., visited - with
Mr. and Mrs. Ebb. Clark. recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Elward Jackson
cif Detroit. Mich. visited Mr. and
Mrs Ebb Clark last week.
. Mrs. Coskey Moss. Bobby and
Billy Hardy. of P•dii
,
.frt-were resent
guests of Mr. and Mrs.-E'bb Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Mizell and
little granddaughter. Sydney Shaw
CHARLES
',ENE
of Clarki,x-itIct Ts nn spent Sunday with Ebb Clark and family.
• Mr. and Mr.S. Scott Davidson of
Detroit. Mich., are visiting Mr.
in 1
LAR
R WN
A Mrs. Ebb Clark this. week
•
::s. Davidson was formerly Syl•nerl Clark.
H. L: Hughes. Who ,has been
-chins science tat Sikeston: Mo..
the past two years. has resigned
accept a- position as instructor
• ThernistrY•in the Pensacola High.
-root, Pensacola, Fla. This sumtr Mr. Hushes is W6tkir,g toward,
master's degree in chemistry at
University„of,
The Rev.. and Mrs. B. 4. A.DetVit. Mich.. viere'-g..
the hsrne of the Rees and
.ss
•H. Thurman. North Tenth Str.
-:ursda,y night.. .
LOLA LANE'JAMES CRAIG
Mrs. Freeds Cotham returned
Eduardo CIANNELLI • Samuel S. HINDS
sir,esday- fr6in Glasgow. Ky:.
1 mile East of South Pleasant Grove Church
• here shss spent several days •as
iius•St uf Mr. and Mrs.' L. R.
or 4 miles Northwest of Hazel.

areeri

cite
watisnitdl, ttlatebe
tcifaiselowleiaangcoal.mqvueeatn a
ue
lpyiti4rja
Fkuidu
be
diaed
the
l:n
eftow
u
conill
ndteb
Mr. and Mrs, Berl Hood and ohe
siii.
Barbara Hood of Bowling Green to represent
were week-end guests of relatives The Black Patch Tobacco Festival
In Murray.
to be held in Clarksville. Tenn.,
next week's paper.
Miss Charlotte Guthrie of De- on August 22nd, 2fird, and 24th.
troit is visiting her grandparents.
The pageant will be held in the
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis HarrIstin.
college stadium, and in addition to
Miss Mary Pearl Carrville of
Ceirrvilie. La., IS the guest this
week of Miss Jane Mclugin7
• Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Farmer spent
last week on a trip through the
They were
Smoky Mountains.
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. C.
J. McClean of Louisville .who
It is important that the written portions of all
spent the week-end in Murray befine returning to their home.
policies covering ,the same property read exactly
Mr. arid Mn;. G. B. Scott, Buist
alike.
If they do not they Should be made uniform
Scott and John Herman Trotter
attearied a reunion of ,the Scott
at once.
family at Dunbar Cave last Thursday.
Has there been any change in the title of your
Mrs. Ed Filbeek. Mrs. Sudie
property? Have you moved your property to a
Hay and Miss Virginia Hay spent
last week-i•nd in, Memphis. They
new location? Has there been any change in the
were accompanied home by Miss
occupancy that would involve additional hazard?
Mary Virginia Diuguid who ist
spending this week in Murray.
If any changes have occurred, your policy
Mrs. Nell Thompson-Miller spent
the week send visiting with her
should be corrected accordingly. Place your insurbrother at Belleville, Ill.
ance with an agency that knows how to make the
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Swann are
proper corrections on your policies and. that 'is
visiting with relatives and friends
in Akron. Ohio.
desirous
that ever!: honest loss be promptly and
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Swann wi•re
-adequately paid in full.
visitors of Ronald Churchill and
family 'Saturday evening, July 13.
before elaving on their vacation
trip% to the North on July It.

ARE YOUR INSURANCE POLICIES
CORRECTLY ISSUED?

Beauty Contest
Be Held by
Woman's Club

To

The Murray Wornan's Club will
sponsor a beauty contest on the
vening of Friday, August 2. for

TODAY AND FRIDAY

TOPPING EVERY
TRACY TRIUMPH!

1

TRACY

with
AMESLLISON

HENRY TRAVERS
PATRIC KNOWLES
SLIM SUMMERVILLE
ELIZABETH PATTERSON
LOUISE CAMPBELL
JOAN CARROLL
KATHARINE ALEXANDER
MINNIE DUPREE
ALMA KRUGER
MARCIA MAE JONES

JOHNSON • OVERMAN
COBURN • LOCK-HART

.,

SATURDAY ONLY

Notice of

PUBLIC SALE

ts.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 1, 1940

t

WINDY POPLARS

•

. .

NIGHTS - SUNDAYS - HOLIDAYS
Children
10c
Balcony (tax included)
30e
Loner Fire. tax included)
Me

.Anne
Shirin

m CLARENCE BROWN'S production

IT'S AIR-CONDITIONED

opivr\pii]

See her snatch
happiness from
heartbreak .. as
young romance
makes your
pulse skip.*
heat.

.

ROBERT 1.1VINGSTON‘:
RAYMOND HATTON *-DUNCAN RENALDO
..../44/
.

'It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"

..for One So Young!

.i

..

Gatlin Bldg.
Bonding

•

She Knows So Much

Critics cheer his most
human,wonderful performance!.Potent drama! Emotional thrills!

MESQUITIERS

teljl tai „. i zt ,11

Casualty

:

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

.' .,

:pitit gelit ry- -

INSURANCE AGENTS
Phone 331
Fire

VARSITY

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

.

Frazee & Melugin

4sitiKirivi#stkfrokb"dZt4t.4"eikitikr44•444

CAPITOL

•

RICO RADIO Pictur•
of the World•Fonto•irnerref
4tirt

NEXT THURSDA1 AND FRIDAY

I

Sale Begins at 10 A. M.

and a Cast of Thousands

I will sell at public auction the personal
property of the late

.F. Cooper
1/VIncludes: 1 Saw Mill, known to be finest
in-Calloway county; One 1931 Plymouth
2-door sedan. 10,000 actual miles, new
tires. All kinds of Farm Implements,
.Household and Kitchen Furniture.
.4..

Terms Made Known Day of Sale

Julius Cooper
Administrator

Lieutenant' Alvin Slayden and
.7rs. Slayden of Annapolis. Md
-re guests last Thursday night of
ts brother. Bill-SlaYden. •
Miss Eloise Camp of Ahoskie.
- C., .Mrs. Frank 'Merrell. Miss
%Thrgaret Ashton. Mrs. L. W. I. •
. • le anti- Jon Lennox 'spent
-.sek -end in Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Cotham wet,
:est. Wednesday night of '
other. Freed Cotham and
',them. They were en rout.
-'-telr home in Baltimore
t
tiyersburg. Tenn.! where th ,
rests of Mr. ,t,...:ofhirrits
Sam Cattynati -Xiiited
n. B M. Coleman and . is
:aughter. Mrs, Preston BoYd
-eek. The former Mr. Cot8.5 years of age. and-hat St ,,:ind for the - past 16 years' but
': the best of health.
Mrs. Minnie. La4siter visited
, tiughter... Mrs: Preston* Boyd.
,
M:-. Thiel Mrs. JOhri. Arr'
id children visited ins
Rot.ch, of near Hass I.„ :s
Miss Alma Chrismen. at Flint
is visiting her. mother Mrs
\Ima *Chrismaisa-ad.-Hazel.
Bai ney Weeks visited his wif,
•1 Lexington last week•Trid.
Eiecta Miller tool Ann 'Brow,
Sisuth
Taveltth
street.
in.
ite s,
ef Girl .Sst.tios

'SUNDAY AND MONDAY

THEY'LL SCUTTLE YOUR BLUES TO THE
BOTTOM OF THE SEA!em.-

DARRYL P. ZANUCKS

s

STAN

OLIVER

"SAPS AT SE
„zrer

by G

WARREN
LE„O

WILLIAM

CARRILLO.

IC20th Century•Fox Pews
s• Irving Cummings

ON DOUGLAS • Raleasied thru UNITED ARTISTS

zozr-fr_arz-zazrzazzazi-

• •

EDWARD ARNOLD

LAUREL & HARDY
Directed

ALICE FAYE <-*
DON AMECHE
HENRY FONDA

Her life and loves!
Diamond Jim
Brady! That fabulous era! Her unforgettable songs!
Spectacularly on
the screen!

USSELL

al•-7•

•

LILLIAN

The woman whose
beano, had the
world and its famous tnen at her
feet!

Prodtlei,on of

favorite funny
Mei;are herein their
funniest comedy Go
along with them on
the swells of laughter' that much a tidal
wave of Klarity!
Your

•

A sincioin Prodvr or Gene Mork ey
Screen Ploy byWIuiam Anthony

McGuire
•
.
- .••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••n.,,,, •ree•-•••".....•••••e"... -•••••••"'"'".."Trn•ree..."
--`

•-•••••••••••••••,

:41NOP AOhit•#$:"/Ii4t4,.
.~.
1+14V",04040#4PINLAPP,"filk,"W1014'4"
I- •

5.
•••`

is•

•

•
•
•
-7•1 •••

•

,evert rv.,-.....ace‘reiteeer',......,fireereser.r.ei•sifer•••••--wee.
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constitutional monarchy which was victory has made the new governset up in 1798 nor the republic ment possible. The new governwhich she proclaimed in 1792. The ment is born from French ideas
wars which followed Louis' death and has been created by Frenchbrought France to a revolutionary men. The great hope for those
dictatorship and led ultimately to who believe in democracy is the
the absolutistic reign of Napoleon knowledge that French ideas and
Bonaparte. With his fall in 1815, Frenchmen have always in the Is Nominated on First Ballot for
there was an attempt on the part past been able to supply the ansDemocratic Videof the restored Bourbon kings to wer to absolute rulers. It is to
President
return to the absolute rule which those demucartic principles that
Secretary of Agriculture Henry
had been firmly established by 'France must look for her deliverby
A. Wallace. Iowa Democrat, was
Louis XIV. This attempt was not ance.
chosen as running mate for PresF. C. POGUE taken calmly by peep* who had
ident Roosevelt, by the Democratic
Murray State
fought for their 1,ilierties during
Convention in Chicago last week.
the French Revolution and in 1830
College
Despite
formidable
opposition
they overthrew Charles X and
including William B. Bankhead.
Well
here
I
am
again
after
a
put
in
his
place
a
more
democratic
POLITICS AND FOREIGN
of Alabama, and Postmaster Genking. Louis Philippe. When this short absence. Every thing is run- eral James A. Farley, who lent
AFFAIRS
ning very smooth around here.
monarch began to develop into a
Revival meetings are in session toward Jesse H. Junes. Wallace
The recent Republican asul Demmonarch, there
despotic
arose at nearly all nearby churches.
was selected on the first ballot.
ocratic conventions have been inWhen it became apparent that
among the people a determined
Bro: Moore begun a series of
teresting for issues other than
the
President desired Wallace as
those which concern the third term, opposition which ended in 1848 meetings at New Libert Baptist
vice-presidential
candidate SenaMr. Wallace and "Kilowatts for in Louis Philippe's overthrow. He Church Monday afternoon, Bro.
by a
president, Pogue begun a meeting at Mt. tor Barkley, former Indiana GovWhile these are most was succeeded
ernor Paul McNutt, and a few othimportant fur the American public Louis Napoleon, who established Olive Chach of Church of Christ
er strung candidates threw their
to consider, the most important himself as emperor by Hitlerian Thursday night, and Bro. Frank
supporters to Wallace, and with
issue from the standpoint of the Methods in 1851. The Freneh per- Chandler Will begin a meeting at
the aid of a few large state wellstudent of international affairs is mitted him to hold office until New Hope Baptist Church Monoiled machines, he had no trouble
that which has to deal with the his defeat by the Germans in 1870, day night, August 5. Everyone
getting the nominations.
attitude of the two parties towards when they overthrew him as they come and bring some one with
Probably the must popular of
you.
our part in the European war.
all candidates was McNutt. When
had done his predecessors.
Junior Newsome celebrated his
Since the beginning of the war.
After the dethronement of Louis seventh birthday Sunday. July 14. he got up to make his speech dein Europe there have been many
clining even the candidadcy in urindications that newspapers and Napoleon in 1870. the French set A delicious dinner was spread at der to support the
President's
individuals who were once strong- up a temporary government to the noon hour. Those present were choice, he was "cheered down"
for
ly anti-New Deal might vote for fight the Germans.
This grop, Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Burnett and 10 minutes by the
entire delegaDorothy
Jean
and
a third term in order that this however, was forced to surrender daughters
tion.
country might have at the head Paris to 'The enemy in 1871. In Jeraldine, Mr. and Mrs. Connie
Wallace was selected as a runof its government a man who the months immediately following Newsome and son Rudy, Mr. and ning mate for
Roosevelt in order
would continue to talk up to Hit- civil war broke out between the Mrs. Eddie Newsome, Mr. and Mrs. to offset the McNary influence.
Henry Riley, Mr. and Mrs. Elwood
ler and Mussolints Writers like
Wallace is known by all to have
conservative 'elements in France
Mrs
Rudy
Walter
Lippman
and
Dorothy and the liberal and labor groups. Newsome, Mr. and
the most expert knowledge availRiley, Mr. and Mrs. Bird NewThompson, who
have
disliked
several Months the conserva- some and daughter Jo of High- able on the United States farm
many New Deal laws,' began to For
situation, and each farmer calls
applaud Mr. Roosevelt's national tives attacked the opposition group land Park, Mich., Bro. R. B. Cope him a "friend."
defense program and his promise in the city of Paris arid succeeded and Mrs. Cope, Dovie Farmer and
.of aid to the Allies. Even Mr. in getting control only after a Letha Newsome of Mayfield, LuFrank Kent, who laas. hit the 'bloody fight which ended in the men Newsome, William and HerPrisoident from every angle for execution of many of the liberal shel Smith, Ruth Jones and Kenneth Riley. Afternoon guests were
this.last four or five years, began group.
Mr. and Mrs. Refus Ray and
to pilaw the President's strong
Divided by factional fights the daughter Polly ad Earley Cunstand against the dictators. It was
French did not get around to the ningham.
this feeling, no doubt, that led Mr.
DADE PARK, Ky., July 17—
of setting up a permanent govMiss Arnell, Riley is taking a
Stimison. and. Colonel Knox to ac- job
History re- beauty culture course at Mayfield. Thoroughbreds at the coming Sumcept cabinet positions under a ernment until 1875.
Mrs. R M. Wagoner is visiting mer meeting of the Dade Park
Democrat whose policy at home veals that they intended to put a
they disliked as much as they king back on the French throne, her daughter, Vetrice in Memphis, Jockey Club Will be sent away on
their journey to victory or defeat
liked his policy towards foreign but a fight between rival candi- Tenn.—Sandy.
from an electric starting gate—the
count-fres. dates persuaded them to postpone
first time The new device has been
it is possible that if the Republi- this step until one of the claimin operation at the Wetsern Kencans had nominated either Dewey ants should die. In 1875, they set
or- Vandenberg, both of whom had up what they thought would be
The Rev. W. T. M. Jones preach- tucky oval.
isolationist points of view on a temporary republican govern- ed last week for a revival meetThe regulations of the Kentucky
foreign policy, that many eastern ment which would soon give way ing at Mt. Carmel near Kirksey. State Racing Commission provide
Republicans would have refrained
to a monarch. This change never The pastor, Rev. R. F. Blankenship, that in the event a stall fails to
from attackiog Roosevelt in his
so the French continued un- was in charge. The revival was a open and a horse is left at the
third term fibt. The nomination came,
success in many ways. A number post that the money wagered in
Of. Mr. Willkie for president on til this war under a constitutional of professions and additions to
the mutuels on that horse will be
the Republican ticket: however, system which had been set up to the church were some of the visdeducted from the pool and the
has made a change in the attitude last for onlys a short time. Since ible results.
money refunded to those who
of.. many anti-isolationist Seeders. the constitution was intended to
R. C. Lawrence is visiting his
Mr. Willkie has taken a stand be temporary, there were many father, N. A. Lawrence, at Hardin bqught tickets on the horse that
did not run.
against the dictators almost as provisions omitted which would this week.
strong as that held by Mr. Roose- have helped fif the establishment
Mildred and Margaret Padgett
velt.
HEATH SCHOOL NEWS
Despite the fact that his of a stronger French government. of Hardin are visiting with Betty
party adopted, a plank on foreign
Perhaps the chief weakness in Jewel Lyles this week at her home Written by Celda rawnee Starks
policy which condemns Mr. Roosenear Mt. Catmel.
•
,
Our school opened July 8 and is
velt's strong stand against dicta- the French government was its
Mrs. C. E. Howard of Carrollton progressing very nicely. All stutors, news commentators like Mr. lack of a strong executive. The and Benton is visiting her niece,
dents seem interested` in their
I.ippmann insist that Mr. Willkie constitution of 1875 provided for Mrs. H. I. Hughes, this week.
work. We are -hoping- to make
wiil aid tas Allies as much as Mr. • president, but he was an execMrs. Mathis and family visited this a very successful year. We
Roosevelt and that therefore there utive with little power. The real Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Lawrence and
have 31 students enrolled to date.
is no need of a third term.
executive was the prime minister family Monday night.
Miss Lowell Gingles is our new
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Mathis, Mr. 'teacher. We like
The Democratic platforrrf'did lit- who could be overturned at any
her just fine.
tle i to make the fight on foreign time he failed to get a majority and Mrs. Ernest Thurman and
We wish to thank Mr. Bud
policy any clearer.
Anxious to in•the Chamber of Deputies or in children of Pontiac. Mich., are Thweatt for mowing the school
prevent
like the French Senate.
the
iselationsists
The result visiting with Mrs. Mathis' mother, lawn.
Mrs. J. C. Dunn, of Dexter, and
Wheeler and Clark from bolting
Those visiting our school during
was that France has had well
also N, A. Lawrence and family the past three weeks are
the pal-ter, the Democratic convenas folover a hundred different prime and J.
H. Dunn and family.
tion adopted a platform which
lows: Miss,. Nellie Gingles, Rachel
ability
The Rev. W. T. M. Jones, pastor Young,
was almost as isolationist as that ministers since 1875. This
Mary
Pace.
Betty
Ann ,Harof the. Republicans
Any hope. to change rulers, while often val- of the local Methodist Church, will gis, Dorothy Nell Russell, Betty
however, that Wheeler may have uable in times of peace, has been leave Sunday for Big Sandy, Tenn., Jo Lyles, Claris Faye Parmer, Mr.
had that President Roosevelt had a detrimeht to decisive action in where he will preach at a revival J. B. Crisp, Bernard Starks, Albert
repudiated the program of aid to time of trouble. 'Since Hitler rose meeting next week.
Emotherman. Melvin Culver. Robthe Allies which he haa-gollowed io power, the French have been
ert Peterson, Boyd and Wendell
for several years, was -lost when twice without a prime minister at
Norsworthy. Theron and Edwin
President Roosevelt in his accept- a time when he was taking some
Russell. Wade and Paul Thomas
ance speech 'declared that he had definite action.
Copeland and a few others. We
nothing to take back in regard to
appreciate having these visitors
For many years various groups
his former foreign policy. If this
and would ;ike for others to come
strongdemanded
France
a
have
in
Loag
hots
is
strongly
then
in
he
still
days alai...here now visit with us.
be true
Other and we sure are looking for the
favdr of all possible aid 'to the Al- er executive as well
We expect to receive our new
lies and the .speeding up all along changes in the French constitution. fans and cool places.
work books soon.
Large crowds have been attendthe line of naticnal defense. This These demands have ranged from
We hope that Joe Culver, Mary
attitude has been strongly compli- those of liberals who favored a ing the revival meeting at New Jo and Ray Starks who were abSix
mented- by many ewspapers who more stable government te royal- Providence.
persons were sent Friday because of illness,
be against him in November. ists who wanted the return of a added to the church, Louise Will- will be able to be back with their
iams,
George R. Lamb, Roxie Eve- classmates sooh.
The New York Times, which wants king
and to Fascists who wanted lyn Hart.
Evelyn Wilson and two
all possible aid given to the Allies,
sort of a dictatorship. Since more were
some
baptized Saturday at COLDWATER SCHOOL NEWS
praises President Roosevelt highly
on his foreign policy, but insists the rise of Hitler to power in 1933 Murray from New Providence.
Some of the farmers around here
that since Mr, Willkie agrees with and since the depression years
By Frankie Eichie and
him, the true issue in this cam- which brought labor conflict in are almost up with their work.
Dorthy Adams
France. parties have come into ex- Canning beans and berries have
paign is the third term.
Our school began July'the eighth,
It is doubtful if the foreign istence which have demanded a been the order of the day for
policy of President Rosevelt, as strong rule for France. Some of the women durihg the last two with seventy-two students enrolled
and many patrons present. We
such, will have much effect on these parties, like that of L'Action weeks.
Mrs. Nancy Petty, D. J. Merrel have a new teacher, Mr. Leon Burthose Republicans who agree with Fraiocalse, have Javored a return
the policy, but disagree esith every to monarchy; others, like the and Pete Hutchen visited over the ken of near Almo.
We are progressing nicely in our
.other • pd'rt of the New Deal. The Croix de Feu. have preached week-end with relatives in Paris..
Robert Petty has been visiting week's work. The third
electio nis likely to be decided on something like the principles of
grade is
the Simmons, Olivers and Hutsons
the seriousneaS of the war just beworking on "homes" as their proFascism; still others, inspired by for the past few days.
fore the election. If England apject.
The fourth grtade is making
merely
Mrs. Nellie Oliver visited Mr.
pears to be giving away, then the Catholisism, have insisted
posters illustrating thi.poem "Sepissue is likely to be whether or on a government of stronger ae- and Mrs. Clovis Saturday night and ternber."
not it is wise to chatnee executives flIoritY. On the opposite side, the attended church services Sunday.
The Mother's Club will meet
Mrs. Lula Rowlett is visiting her
Communists have hoped, perhaps,
at that point.
There ate other isoHnts in the for a dictatorship like that of Rus- daughter, Mrs. William Hicks and July 23 to elect officers for the
also Mrs. Maggie Burton and ensuing year.
New Deal foreign policy, such as sia.
Jim and John Burton.
Our visitors for the _last week
its policy in Latin America, which
The programs of all the right
We were sorry to learn of Mrs.
shoultd be considered by all voters. wing parties are much alike. They
were Mary StaRe_And_Zialaiat LawSusie
Edwards'
S
of
Brandon, be- rence.
but wWich will likely be overlook- all demand strong men with almost
ing
ed in the other issues of the cam- absolute powers at the head of the
There will be an ice cream supSeveral
folks
of
this
community per at our
paign. This-issue will be discussed government. They are agreed that
school Saturday night,
have
been.
ill
with
deep
colds.
by the author at some future time. the Chamber of Deputies should
Mr. ancr-Mrs.. Henry.. Garner and July 27, for the benefit of our
Everybody
is invited!
have little say in politics. All of children
visited
Mr. and
Mrs. school.
' THE NEW FRENCH
Come and enjoy your self with us.
them have preached the necessity Wade Oliver - Sunday afternoon.
GOVERNMENT
—Sweet Pea
of taking education out of the
Mrs. Dunn Host At Bridge
The prediction made by many hands of the state and putting it
Mrs. Hebert Dunn entertained
observers a year ago, that democ- into the hands of the church.
members of her bridge, club, and
racy In Europe could not survive Labor and capital are to be careguests at a delightful bridge party
another great war seems to be fully supervised, while the famat herjome Wednesday afternoon.
borne out so far as France is con- ily is to become the special probHigh score prize was won by
cerned by the changes made in her lem of the state.
Murray's building projects that Mrs. Max Churchill, while her
In many ways the French pro- will enlarge
government , by- the recently prothe ndowntown section guest, Mrs. Elliott Wear
was
claimed Vichy constitution. The gram resembles that of Italy, but no little are still going ahead awarded low score prize.
A delicious party plate was
government which is now con. in some respects the Italians bor- full-speed.
their ideas first from
The Shroat Bros. building on served.
trolled largely by leaders of the rowed
*Laval type is not necessarily a Charles Maurras, a leader of the North Fifth Street has all the
ICE CREAM SUPPER
government on the Fascist pattern monarchical party in France. The framework uP, and brickwork will
The Hale buildlng
of the Milian -state, but it is cer- French government is Fascist to begin soon.
There will be an ice cream supthe extent that it has some fea- on South Fifth is gradually shap•
tainly not democratic.
ing up, and will add much to the per at New 'Providence schoolLest someone believe that this tures of the Italian corporate state.
general appearance of the down- 'house Saturday night, July 27.
change is eptirely one dictated by So far as its foundations are -con- town section.
The schol invites everyone to atAdolf Hitler, it is necessary to re- cerned, it has a background based
Other Murray stores are planning tend. ,
monarchy
the
ancient
French
on
view some of the history of France
remodelling to begin soon. •
since the Ftench Revolution to and the French absolutistic TheoICE CREAM SUPPER
Work also continued this week
twennineteenth
and
of
the
ries
see if there it some basis in her
on two Murrdy qjl stations—the'
centuries.
While
tieth
the
new
constitutional .developme,nt for a
There will be an ice cream supGulf on Main at Sixth Street. and
strong government such as she now government is likely favored by the Standard on North Fourth per at Coldwater, School, Saturit
is not a product of at the Five Points Road. Both' are day, July 27. There will be music
Hitler:
has.
France did not long maintain the Niezisen except insofar as Hitler's modern, up-to-date filling stations. and plenty of good eptertainment.
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Henry A. Wallace
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Silver Fox
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. Hudson Seal
Natural Squirrel

•

Silver Muskrat
Silvertone Muskrat
• Russian Ermine Blue Fox

• Swagger
• Semi-Swagger
• Jackets
• Greatcoat Chubbies
• Fitted Models

Russian Caracul
Chinese Caracul

Complete size ranges
to fit every figure type,

. Buy Now and Save
25 to 30%
Over Fall Prices
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Plan now to attend the prevue of everything
t4at's new in the world of fur fashions.

•

Make

your .
selection at this time while this expert
furrier can advise you on the correct selection
'and prop;er care of your. coat.

Fur Showing... 2nitloar
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s

_
Remember, yon ean buy viith confidence at Waticins .. Western Kentucky's most pronetisive•store.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and The
Ttmes-Kereld,*October 20. 1928
Purl-shed be Tbe Calloway Publishmg Conaransr, itse.
North Fourth Snasee Murray, Kentucky

THE PUBLIC VOICE1 Congressman
Coptributions to this column
upon topics of interest are always welcome. They do not
necessarily express the views
of this newspaper.

Publisher
Editor and Business Manager
July 22, 1940
News Editor Ledger & Teees
Murray, Kentucky
Entered at the Postoffice. Murrays Kentucky, as second class mall matter.
Editor:
Subscription Rates:—In First Conateasional District and Henry and
Stewart Counties, Tenn., $1.00 a year; Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere $2.00.
In a pre-Fourth of July issue of
the Ledger & Time's you ran an
advertisement on the celebration
at Pine Bluff and a related ar111EMBER
iangement stating that a -baseball
louruament, would be held that
AtIlaf
day. The ad stated that five dolCslisioatek
lars t$5.00i would be paid to the
amner of the tournament. It so
lsappened that the Murray NYA
Seam defeated Pine Bluff in the
010C,i111/10 JoAtAit l•
-- finals of the meet by a
score of
Advertising Rates and Information about Galloway County market 7-5.
.
.
—
furnished upon application.
It also occurred from a result of
We reserve the right to reject any relverttsing. letters to the Editor.
of Public Voice items, which in our open is not for the best interest oversight, neglect, or plain evasion
that the Murray athletes, failed to
of our readers.
receive the prize as your ad stated
would go to the winner.
The Murray team would be perfectly sympathetic. I know, if they
Whatever we think of-ourselves. our ways, our habits were offered even the slightest
of living, our government, we realize with distinct pride plausible reason for the petty hold- that ours is the Christian way—and that -DeMOcraey is but out.
Yours truly.
another Word for Christianity in Action. ,
William R Powell
Whatever-ittealism we may have fashioned around
R. R. MELON
EDWARD FREEMAN
EDD KELLOW _

Gregory
Announcesfor Reelection

2

TUCKY PRES.
ASSOCIATION

Christianity in Action

With this issue, Noble J. Gregory of Mayfield announces formally
his candidacy for reelection as U. S. Representative from Kentucky's
First -Congressional District,
•
Mr. Gregory needs little introduction to the voters of Calloway
county. He is a brother of the late W. Voris. Gregory, who served 'this
district in a valuable capacity for many years.
During his tenure of office, Mr Gregory, picking up where death
cut his brother's career short, has done much for the citizens of this
area. His work in behalf of the KentNky Dam at Gilbertsville aided
greatly in getting the dam under Oscival construction.
A worthy gentleman representing Kentucky in one of its most
distinguished capacities, .Mr. Gregory makes his formal announcement
as follows:
To the Democrats of the
Congressional District:

First -

This is to announce my candidacy for reelection to the offic,
of Representative in Congress at
the first Kentucky district.

We sure are having some pretty weather and it is greatly assisting the farmers in catching up
with their woik.
.7
.—rarge. crowd was in Hazel
Saturday fur the weekly trade day
sponsored by the merchants of that
place.
Mrs. Chester Canady
My ,an
spent Saturday night with Mr. and
Mrs. Tollie , Clayton and family.
Persona interested in the Mt.
Pleasant cemetery, will meet there
Friday. July 26, to beautify the
grounds. Everyone is invited to
conic - and assist in this, work.
Charlie Clayton Was the dinner
guest if Mr. and Mrs. Orvan Clayton and children. Maxine and Turnniy Franklin. Sunday.
Miss Irene Burnett was the guest
of hir. and Mrs. William Burnett
last week. Mr. and Mrs. Burnett
accompanied Misa Burnett home
for a short visit"
Hope to be with you readers
again next week.—Jay Bird.

A Homemakers club was organized at the Hazel High school
building Tuesday morning by Miss
home
Rachel Rowland. county
demonstration agent.
Twenty ladies were present and
the following officers were elected:
Mrs. C. D. Paschall, president:
Mrs. Claud Anderson, victopresident: Mrs. Darwin White, secretary and treasurer; Mrs. Orville
Jenkins, program . director.
The club will hod its first meeting August 22, at the Hazel High
school -building.

OUTLAND SCHOOL NEWS
by- -F. M. Hopkins and
E. Robinson
This is our third week of school
and we're learning very fast. We
haves_ been very busy these three
weeks fixing tip our school ground.
We have 54 students enrolled for
the term to date and only 5 have
been absent. We are striving to
have a good attendance for the
entire year.
.Miss Rose Ella Henry is a new
teacher in this district and we are
Very proud to have her and think
she is it fine teacher. Of course
Mrs. Estelle Outland has taught
here before and we .,are indeed glad
to have her return this year.
We don't have a ball team this
year, but we hone before the year
is out that we will have enough
boys enrolled to start as to be able
to ha b a team.
We are proud to say' that we
had a large crowd at our ice
cream supper and sold. out every
thing. We cleared $23.
Miss
Virginia
Irvane county'
health nurse, visited our school
last Thursday to give the typhoid
shots. We had one girl fee take
the snitillpolt vaccine,.

Your support is respectfully -solicited in the Dcinocratic Primers
on Saturday, August 3.

Grave problemi threaten th$•
peace and security of the American people. Congress remains in
session for an indefinite period
Because of these conditions I wil
the name-of Democracy is made rational against the backbe unable to personally see yoL.
ground of Christianity.
and solicit your support. My camthe
stories
of
Not as.a parable no as an allegory are
paign. therefore, is placed wholO.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Jones and
in the hands of you and °the:
Democracy and Christianity similar; but in concept and family.
Paducah. visited Mr. and sincere friends.
spirit, in purpose:and in example.
Mrs. A. Shrader and other rela• Christianity gave to the world its first popular ex- tives on this route Sunday after- THE DEFENSE OF OUR COUNTRY IS FAR MORE IMPORTnoon.
perience with freedom. It was the "abundant life" that
ANT. IN MY OPINION. THAN
Mrs.
A.e
T
Langston.
and
Mrs.
peoples,
founded
found its parallel through fraternity'of
Tommie Shrader and son Gene THE POLITICAL AMBITION OR
on the prinpip-le of. equality and brotherhoOd.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Lon Shrader FUTURE OF ANY INDIVIDUAL.
1 -gave.. the laboring people hope:-'. '''Come-,nnto me. and Mr. and Mrs. Cale Langston WITH THIS IN VIEW I SHALL My private record is open for
REMAIN AT MY POST OF DUTY
al! ye that are weary and are heavy-laden. and I Will give' Monday. . •
80 LONG AS MY PRESENCE IS your closest investigation. I have
Rev. and Mrs. Cordis Cole have NECESSARY.
you rest".. That w as . the voice of 'Christ calling to the
always endeavored to conduct my1. might merit the conmultitudes; that is the voice -of Democracy calljng to the returned to Little Rock. Ark., after Under the leadership . of our self
several days' visit with kin.speople
fidence and 'esteem of my fellowforlorn:'•
*
seat President Congress is rap- man.
here.
Since I have had the disWithout Christianity there, can be no Democracy; Mrs. Will Orr and daughters of idly working:tea/an:I the prepar- tinct_ honor to represent the first
ation of a huge •defense program.
restricted
his
enterprise'is
district
of
in Congress I have tried
and yet w 'nen man's-freedom
Mayfield- were guests of the fam- To be fully prepared to defend
Democracy is restricted—toe,--Limit liberty and you have ilies of C. C. Orr and E. A Moore our American homes and\ fire- in my personal ahd official life
au., merit the continuance of the
the past week.
sides; to keep our youth _from
limited hope:-7
same confidence.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Sam
overseas
and
to
builds
protection
Styles
and
We.trust it may. nevir lie necessary in peace time to
My deepest gratitude goes, out
sell Buster left Thursday for their that will insure peace is
such
American youth to take military training. The home in St. Louis. Mo.. after being importance that I considerofit my to you for the opportunity you
compe
.
Vocabulary.
Let
Democratic
have
given me to serve_ Poti.
is
not
in
the
word compulsion
the guests of her parents Mr. and patriotic
duty
to
accept
qv'
have endeavored to live up to-this
that training be optional with the individual. That will \lairs: Lee Myers and other., rela- humble share of responsibility.
tive: .n Calloway.
My. public record is made of obligation. I will in the future,
be enough. ,
E. A Moore has
.purchased the known facts and .anYthing that I as' in - the past, concentrate every Methodist Missionary Society
San Styles farm west of Cross-. might say would not change them. •effoet of mind and heart to help
Meets Wednesday
give you the kind of government
that he Is doing *It he can apd land_ known as the L. A. Farris.. A list of • Public Works Projects which
The
Woman's Missionary Society
•
- 1 such as OilbertsvIlle- Dam. public
will assure to all the gon•
feels that the present blU pending !•esittertee..
tinuance of peace. Prosperftii!and of the Methodist Church met
Mr.
and
Mrs.
T
M.
Cathey
Were
buildings
and
roads
in
west
Ken,n Uonsrees still take care - of it.
Wednesday afternoon in the home
contentment._
Mr. Gretora. has been . very active recent guests of friends__ in Cross.. tucky.. foe which I have worked
of Mrs. K. G. Dunn with Mrs.
Sincerely,
:
diligently, seems unnecessary
in support of the Dims else in the land.
Richard Terrell. of Paducah who
A large crowd attended the FFA they stand fur themselves.
proteetien.of the counties and land
NOBLE J. GREGORY is here visiting her
parents Mr.
ice cream supper in Hazel Saturet.
tier;
oho
hate
to
reloe•atet
spoke
t'ongress
candidete,
for
A
and Mrs. Will Jones, conducting
day night.
-I
have
been
to
Washington
tear
.the program.
nis actin, It)' in trying to gel
_
tire., St bite Gregory has been in
Mrs. Darwin White and Mrs.
flare., to make pros i.ions. for efface and has e found him very Pachicah are visiting hiO brother
Audrey Simmons gave the misreimbursing the coenties' for loss active in committee nork and Lop Shrader and family'this week.
sionary
. leaflets on "Human Rent-A member of Hazel people at-of res enae on properly or real familiar with pending
. .
estate in , the TN A lake. That is He,. has' A . per-onal
quaintane* tended the funeral of Miss Eunice. • FiVC thousand unmarried you
skill§ will he taught.
Mrs. T. S. Herron presided 'over
tzar tos I AM era _much disturbed with more members of the group Oury in Murray last Friday.
men between 19 and 26 years wi
During the three-months shore thee business session.
Mrs. Richard Terrell and two
about this loss of revenue to Cal- than the average member. He is
two years of college will have
At the chise .of the program
course, candidates will receive the
lowae and Trigg wheie I have is not active aeon the floor but daughters spent the past-week in
property that sill have te be cry active in organisation • and- the home - of- her parents Vr. and!chance this summer to criuse
saatg..
. pay and allowances as mid- lovely refreshments - were served
to the members and .two visitors,
'
days On a Navy warship. expert.* shipmen of-'the regular
taxed to make up this loss, pro-. support of :administration measures. Mrs. W. S. Jones.
Navy:- Thiii
id•d it iN not taken care of by
Jno. and Mrs. Moore were guests fret, and qualify for commission*.'course, however. may be postponed Mrs. Richard Terrell of Paducah.
I am Wet trying to fight the batand- Miss, LaVerne Hill of Nash-of friends in Murray last'
the TVA. authorized by legislation.
-week- as reserve Ensigns.
.in order not to "interfere-with col- ville, Tenn.
tle of Gregory's but I do not 5% ant
Congressman Gregory tells me
end.
to be coupled- with any injustice
Applications are teeing taken at tege or other eiviliastodctivities.
_
Mr. and Mrs. Macon Ervin were
.
to him..
437 Federal Building. Louisville.Sunbeams Have Party
recent guests of her parents. Son
• .
Full i nformation concerning this
Wilson and Mrs. Wilson,
THE SHOP
- Oti Friday afternoon at imir
Mr. and Mrs: End Johnson. Paris, program can be secured from tble'
o'clock, Mrs. H. I. Neely entertain. Nevi Westinghou.e Prceisien Radio,
irere the guests of A. Shrader and Ofticersin-Charge; -.United Statesed her Sunday School cla.s.s and
Navy Recruiting Station, Post
family last week-end.
Sunbeams at her, home in West
- L. W. Sosby transacted business fice Building, friwthe- follow
Before a large enthusiastic audi- Hazel. Eighteen were present to
in Murray Saturday.
towns: . Paducah.
Hopkinsvil
ence. 'the Sock and Buskin Club. enjoy games throughout the afterThe Rev. K.
Dunn and 15M- Owensboro, Bowling Green. Frank- of Murrety State.' presented "Pron- ion.
ily and Rev. Sam Morris were fort. Lexington. Danville. Somerset, fessor.
HOW Could You'?" in the
Later in the afternoon a party,
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Ashland and Middlesboro. A -part college stadium last- Friday. night. plate, was served by the hostess"
Mrs. Walter Moore. ,
The
play,
a
3-act
comedy,
inof the
Gos,Navy expansion program,
assisted by little Misses Bonnie
The condition of Mrs. Will Coopcluded in the_ cast Thomas Earl Ruth West and Mary Rachel West.
er who has been Seriously ill for the Government will pay travel Martin.
Murray:
Margery
Price.
Those present were Ida Jane
the past. several days, is reported expenses and stand the cost of
My July Heath peaches will be ripe Monday,
Ky.: Celia Miller: Hazel. Bonnie Ruth and , Betty West, Jo
food. lodging, uniforms and other
as improved.
.
Bill Martin,ePaducah: Byron Ash- Etta Butler. Billie June Jones
July 29th. Come, bring your baskets. Quality
Much interest was manifested in equipment. .
more, Paducah: Charlotte ._ Tay- Beverly Cole. Barbara Outland,
the revival meetintelt Oak Grove ' Candidates
who
successfully tor, Murray; Lor'etta Priest, Padufine. , PriCes same as last year.
Betty and Frances__ White, Mavis
which was in session the paSt Week, complete the 30-day cruise are dig- cah: Bill Wilson.
Mayfield: Max- Cole. Alice Jane Turner. Marconducted by the Rev. B. G. Ar- ible for appointment as Naval ine Pybas. Greenwood, Miss.; Bill
jorie Ann Wynn, Volene Clgetbn.
teburn. Detroit.
A number of Reserve Midshipmen and enroll- Pollard. Murray: John Mack CarLois Love and Imogene Paschall,
professions
miles weal of Sedalia.
and
additions were ment in a 90-day course on shore ter and Hazel Hood,. Murray. • .
Mary Rachel West,* Mildred White.
noted,
The story, was woven around the.
sat- to. qualify them for appointment
e
- Olan Key:was in hiurray
as Ensigns in the Volunteer Re! idea of a professor in77raer to beurday.
come dean of the colleges must
•
Revivals are in sprogrees .both serve'
The first crulse will begin about get Married. He didn't know very.
at Lebanon . and - Noreh Fork
TO OWNERS OF
many women, .and was 'bashful'
July 16 on the USS Wyeareing .and
churches this aveek. -towara them and only after his
additional cruises will begiu...neri- friends go
on a "wife hunt" dues
odically until January' 15. - 1941. he 'finally make up
his mind.
,
Gunnery, navigation, engineering,
communication and other 'technical
It pays to read our Classifieds. .
Come In! Dm...agate _
Mr.. and Mrs. Lacy Towery and
THIS IT ELK'S "SPECIALS"
family.'-nfe_enear Lynnville. were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
ON PI 011111.0.FAMOUS
Mrs. Alvin Towery .and were aftej-resort callers of Mr. and Mrs. Marin Houston,
I. tit
THE SIZE le-ill
Mr. and ...Mrs. AiArie-- Wilson of
East -St. rrOws and Mtge ,Mausi
lattialson were recent visiters of Mr.
and Mrs. Nalt. Adams.
Funeral services were held for
the infant child 'it - Mr: and Mrs,

Hazel Route 1

'

I

•

Hazel Homemakers Club
Is Organised

Buchanan Route 1

Mrs. Sarah Perry Denton, Misses
Denton of
Rozelle
Laura and
Bagwell, Tex., Mrs. Sheltie Perry
MeAnally of Buxton, Tex.. and
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Denton of
Blossom Text are in Hazel this
week visiting relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Bray, Mr. and
Mrs. S. Outland and Nell Ruth
Outland left Thursday for Florida
where they will spend a week
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Bray.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Brandon,
Max Brandon, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Turnbow and 0. B. Jr., left Sunday morning for St. Louis and
other points of interest.
Norma Jean, infant daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Hill, born
a
still-birth
Monday
morning,
was buried in the Hazel Cemetery
Monday afternoon.
Mrs. E. D. Miller spent a few
days recently in Paducah with
her daughter. Mrs. Julian Dismukes and family.
Mrs. Amanda White and Mrs.
J. H. Thurman of Murray were
Hazel visitors Tuesday night.
The Oak Grove Baptist revival
meeting closed Sunday night with
15 additions to the church.
. T. M. Wilson, W N. White, Mrs.
White and Mrs. White's father, F.
Denham, drove over to Paris Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Guthrie
left Saturday for their home in
Detroit. Mich., after spending several days here with relatives.

Mr. and Mrs. Claud Anderson,
Mrs. Josie Hill, and Miss Lavern
Hill were Paris visitors Thursday
afternoon.
Mrs. Gaston Wilson and baby
are in Hazel this week as the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Alison Wilson and
other relatives.
Miss Madlyne Lamb was in
Murray Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Mollie Owens of Milan,
Tenn., spent Saturday night in
the home of her brother H. I.
Neely and family.
Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Neely spent
Sunday and Sunday
night in
Chesterfield,
near
Lexington.
Tenn., as the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Will Neely.
End Beaman and mother Mrs.
Laura Ward Beaman, of Oklahoma City, Okla., are spending a
few days here with Mrs. Seaman's
brother. Ernest Ward and Mrs.
Ward east of Hazel. •

Ii
it

I.

Regardless
of the
Value...
of the merchandise selected or the amount of
rendered,

service
same

thoughtful

the
care

and attention is given.
We aim to render a
superior

service

com-

plete in every detail.
That fact always remains the same with us.

Sincerely,
J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
s° Telephone 7
— Murray, Hy.

HAZEL NEWS1

To the Voters
. o4-First
,
Congressional
Distrier

Mr and Mrs Osco Shrader .of U. S. NAVY RESERVE COMMISSIONS
NOW OPEN T 5,000 YOUNG MEN

Sock and Buskin.Give
Play Friday Night

T. O. Turner

'--PEACHI

a.

raffic on busy streets is measured in millions of carmiles annually—and millions of car slops. Can you make
these stops Swiftly, surely, with least possible skidding?

You can if your streets are concrete. Concrete's gritty surface grips and holds tires, offers maximum traction in any
weather. Its uniform riding surface gives'you driving confidence—a further safety aid. And at night, concrete's light.
gray, highly visible color makes your streets safer fol•
motorist and pedestrian alike.
For economy, for good appearance—an
on concrete.

610 Merchants' Bank Bldg , Indianan:etc, Ind
A notional organization to naprore and extend the uses of concrete through sci•ntific research and engineering field work

You may
worry about your t#:,

Afar .
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fly-casting...
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- PORTER MOTOR COKy. (‘
Murray,

-- Phone-35 for —
RADIO REPAIRING

GORDON DAMRON'S
RADIO REPAIR SHOP ..
1127.-South 5th Street

-•••

• 1

In Cash
This Coupon Is Worth 37c

St,ate
City

sARGoN

With IRON and
VITAMIN B-1

With A Most Amazing FREE TRIAL

ROYALMASTER

The F.S.TIRE

is Lars

Ai,oNc.

in the g
tneether with ettc
,nt. neva elerk bottl•iif SARG.XN Tonic. ;
When prr,en.e.:
of a reitwiar.
I Istrentese

I

the Arrival'of

U. S. SAFETY TIRES

Phone 97•

CITT'

We're
elebrating

'

I lico News

ler safety—insist

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION

- D. W. DORON,
1 ,,

FORDS • CHEVROLETS• PV:31OUTHS

•

T

Low Price Introductory Offer

but here is
one worry you
can avoid

„SARGON wgrzzninagn1:c,•i

Here's good news for all our people. The New and Improved SARGON,
successful inb
arnirdigainzg
enneera
wr7
rn
rgpyro
, 1.7
te:, improved
4 clyn.a
,
erv
ppoenti

IS FOR EVERYBODY

There's one worry you
can trade for perfect _
peace of mind, if 4.ou
let us Marfak your car
-every 1,000
Then you'll know it's
in smooth-as-velvet condition. For Marfak is Texaco's
standardizett-t0 Point

Suffering the
Misery and Agony
Of Sluggish Digestion,
Jumpy Nerves
(Due I. Lack of Vitamia B.11

Incomplete Elimination,
'Iron-Poor Blood •
And for Any
Run,Down, Weakened
Condition Due to
Inorganic Causes

HENDON'S
TEXACO STATION

k-

Notth 4th Street

condition to thousands in metropolitan cities, has come to town.
Many of our old residents know how the old SARGON helped them
through sickness and ill-health. The younger generation know how
SARGON can be relied upon in time of misery and agony of illness caused
by inorganic troubles. Now, the New and Improved SARGON is twice as
good. The fortifying of Iron with Vitamin B-I and adding other ingredients increases SARGON'S invigorating power far beyond its former scope.
In addition to its medicinal and tonic value, SARGON has a pleasing,
wine-like taste, and can be taken freely by all until desired results are
obtained. SARGON'S worth as a powerful, inviWorating tonic is an pronounced, that if you don't benefit from its use we'll refund your money.

•

Be Good to Yourself—Cut Out Coupon Above and Get

A Regular $1.35 Bottle For Only 98c

This Offer Good For Thursday, Friday and Sahrday ONLY

DALE & STUBBLEFIELD DRUG CO.

-
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Cedar Knob News
Clay and Ayno McClure, Clyde
Mitchell. Johnnie Simmons, Hat.
ten Lewis and George Green were
in Murray Monday.
Miss Dorothy Nell Jones and
Miss Perrrie Mae Simmons were
Monday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Jahnnie Simmons.
E. H. Simmons and Bernice Wise.
hart were at Toddville Stute Tug.day evening.
Mrs. Johnnie Simmons canned
17'. cans of beets and 11 cans of
cucumbers Wednesday.
Mrs. Cleve Lax and daughter
canned 21 cans of blackberries
Monday afternoon. Kentucky Bell
s wondering where they found
hat many berries. I have been
all arousak. the fields and hollows
and didn't find berries enough
for even one pie.
r Miss Dorothy Jones was a guest
of Miss Mary Lucille Simmons
Sunday night..
Miss Pernie Mae Simmons of

W

x'x.e3*.ox
‘
:C ;6043
HAY FEVER
ASTHMA - SINUS
hiropractic has an enviable record
In the relief of such disorders.

DR.W.F. BAKER
CHIROPRACTOR
Rank of Murray Bldg.

\4E3!

Phone 122

,1771srssi
lisliitZsZtaiSat!`

x

Hazel was the guest of her parents
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Simmons
Friday night and attended the ice
cream supper. at Macedonia:
274r.
"
...
and Mrs. James IrTirson
and daughter. and Mr. and Mrs.
Ayloa McClure and daughter were
the - week-end guests of Mr. and
Mr* Jess Dick.
A large crowd attended the ice
cream supper at Macedonia Friday night. Every one present reported a nice time was enjoyed.
"Aunt Callie" Shoemaker, who
has been in poor health for some
time, is reported much improved
at this writing. ,
ss
Dewey Williams ot Detroit,
Mich., arrived here last week to
spend a few days with his children near Macedonia.
Mrs. Mary McClure who has beep
ill for the past few days was
much improved at this writing.
Joe Anderson who spent the past
few weeks with friends around
Macedorrits left'Tuesday morning
for his home in Detroit. He was
accoinpanied by John Lax of
Macedonia who will spend a few
weeks with his loister Mrs. Doll
Hart and Mr. and Hart and children of Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. K. Wilson and
daughter Mrs. Olene Rodinger and
children of Detroit arrived here
Friday to spen da few days with
their mother . and grandmother,
Mrs. Monnie Mitchell and other
relatives and friends near Macedonia.
I had better close as the rural
carrier will be coming down the
road soon and I should mail this
as some of the readers might miss
my letter.—Ky. Belle.

SUNDAE

ICE CREAM
A DELICIOUS
COMBINATION

.of
YOUR FAVORITE
- ICE CREAM

•

I.
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FUDGE
41
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.
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STRAWBERRY SUNDAE
ICE CREAM

1
Paducah, Kentucky
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18c

_Kentucky is Rich in

Historical Interest!

•

Few other states are so steeped in historical
interest as our own Kentucky. The' Lincoln
Memorial at Hodgenville, the home of Henry
Clay at Lexington, Jefferson Davis' birthplace at .
lot) i nsrale— these are luatia few of the historical
spots to which thousands of visitors come each
year. . . . How well do you know them? This
summer, get to know them better. Yes, even if it
mans foregoing a visit to Louisville and The
Mown Hotel, see more of Kenfuckythe State
that offers you everything!

THE * BROWN H0,1131.

l'o4444".411e's .L'a4.9e41 and
ii

%sou) L. HARTER, MANAGER
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Douglass, celebrated their golden are
wedd.ng anniversary on March 14,
1939.
One daughter, Mrs. Caz
Turriphreys, and two sons, Julius
and Ray cooper. survive him.
Galon. Herman. Virgil, and an infant daughter preceded , him in
death.
Bro. K. G. Dunn, pastor, and
Bro. Oce Wrather conducted the
funeral rites at Pleasant Grove
Thursday afternoon.
Sympathy is extended to the
bereaved ones.
Misses Opal and Ila Lee Erwin
have -retUrned home from a few
weeks' visit with their uncle and
aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Markham of Detroit, who accompanied
them here.
Mr. and Mrs. Make Erwin, after
spending a few weeks in Michigan
visiting relatives, have returned
borne.
Mr. and -Mrs. Cooper Charlton
and family. Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus
Erwin, Dick Rose and son Reuben
and granddaughter, of Detroit,

visiting relatives in this
vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Galon Paschall and
son and Eaton Paschall have returned to their homes in Detroit
after visiting with relatives and
friends here.
Max and Billy Grogan, sons of
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Grogan, Detroit, are spending their vacation
with relatives in this vicinity.
The writer had the pleasure of
visiting two old schoolmates. Miss
Bettie Myers and sister Mrs. Everet
Hill. near Murray, Friday.
Mrs. Mildred Wrather Roberts of
Lexington, Ky., arrived last week
for a visit with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Wrather, and other
Mrs. Roberts is atrelatives.
tending the revival meeting in session at Pleasant Grove.
Bro. Sam Morrison, who is assisting in the revival, which COrnrdenced 'Sunday, eSpecially stressed
the importance of prayer.
Mr. Case. of Michigare who is
visiting his little, motherless daughter Paula (cared for by her uncle

and aunt. Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
Grogan) was among those attending church services here Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Curd of Murray. also attended the Sunda', evening services.

Robinson Airline
Road News
Hello everyone! Here comes the
Robinson Airline Road News once
more after so long a time. My
schoed opened at Heath July 8 and
I have really been studying and I
just haven't had tirne to write
Pudding Face's news.
There isn't very much sickness
to report this week except that of
Mrs. Charlie Fennel and Mr. Oscar
Thompson. Mr. Thompson was
taken to the Mason hospital Tue.day where he will' undergo an
operation. We wish for both a
speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Gilbert
and son of Louisville are \

_aogronsestleas

nvE

her parents Mr. and 4irs. tharlie
Miller.
Mrs. Howell , Starks was the
afternoon guest of Mrs, Raymond
Starts Tuesday.
-Willie Ross of Paducah spent
the week with his brother and two
sisters, Lake Russ and Misses Mat;
tie and Dora Russ, last week.
Mary Pace spent the week-end
of the 13th with Pawnee Starks
and Rachel Young spent Sunday
night as the guest, of Pawnee.'
Mr. and Mrs. HOwell Starks and
family was the guest of Mr: and
Mrs. Jeff Starks Sunday.
Well, I will go for this time time
as I have found a good parking
place.Pudding Face.

DEPOT STREET
GARAGE
AUTO REPAIR WORK
Phone 492
201 Maple St.
Af/AA AI A
Aviv, .wr 7/1/A

Oliver Hardy and Stan Laurel turn up as a musical duo in
a horn factory but the work is far from soothing and it
causes riotously funny results which highlight the action
of "Saps at Sea," Hal Roach's new screen mirthquake
Sunday and Monday at fife Varsity Theatre.

Stella Gossip

S. Pleasant Grove

The pastor, Bro. K. G. Dunn, as
Luther Pogue will preach at
Friendship Sunday at 10:45 a. m., sisted by Rev. Sam Morrison of
at Coldwater at 2:30 p. m.; Gar- Tennessee, will begin a revival at
vin. Curd at Almo at 10:45 a. m. this church next Sunday at 11 a.
A reunion assembly will convene' m.
at the Bazzell cemetery Saturday,
A..revival meeting is in progress
July 27. Some 20 or 30 years ago,
Capt. Ira L. !eh established the this week at Oak Grove. Bro.
custom of annual preaching at Thurman, pastor, is being assisted
the noon hour with Methodist, bgt Elder Arteburn of Detroit.
Baptist and Church of Christ alter- 1/Out Sunday School superintenMemorial sermons 4not dent, Otho Clark, shortened the
nating.
doctrinal) was suggested by Rob- closing services Sunday to, give
ert Hughes.
those who wished an opportunity
A lot of ministers have formed to attend the 11 o'clock services at
the bad habit at funerals of speak- Oak Grove. Little Miss Jo Mcing in such low tones that their Carnmish favored the audience
voices are inaudible. I'm insinu- with a solo.
ating on Herbert, L. H, John B.
After ,Sunday school at Paducah
and so on. Now, Zeke, say your
speech! Make a polite bow, that's Sunday morning, Mr. and Mrs. Ri'right, 'take your finger out of ley Gunter and daughters, Misses
your mouth. Speak slow and loud, Ruth and Theo drove to the home
that's right!
of Mr. and Mrsi Tom Erwin for
Several milk cows in this section dinner. Mr. Gunter will remain
have died recently with symptoms for a few weeks' vacation with his
of hydrophobia—slobering, run- sister, Mrs. Erwin, and family and
ning and bawling.
Miss Julia Gunter.,
Over in Europe, "Hitler" has
Dr. and Mrs. Zelner Barber of
persecuted the..Jews and confiscated thbir--property.
Packman Princeton. Ky., were Sunday afternoon guests of Dr. Barber's sister,
said "his end. is at hand".
It is apt" to be Franklin Roose- Mrs. Wayne Paschall, and Mr.
velt and Henry Wallace as presi- Paschall.
dents in the next four years. Suits
Mr. and Mrs. Galon Paschall and
me all over!
A large crowd assembled at son --of Detroit were last week
Union Grove last Sunday. Four the guests of relatives and friends
Eston Paseall
young men tdeacons) waited on in this vicinity.
the congregation at the commun- who came in for the Fourth, has
ion table of the Lord's Supper. returned to Detroit.
The "big meeting" will close next
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Vesee of
Sunday night with preaching by Detroit have returned home after
Fred Chunn at 3 p. m. and 'e'arly an extended visit with Mrs. Vesee's
candle light" at night.
aunt, Mrs. John McPherson, and
(Regarding Things, Old and New) other relatives. They with Mr.
In the yea' 1873, I look back as and Mrs. McPherson attended ser-•
a happy dream. I see a beautiful vices at Pleasant Grove on July
young girl, moving gracefully back 7,
Other relatives visited and
and fourth at the spinning wheel; accompanied by Mrs. McPherson
her mother, a beautiful brunette, were Mr. and Mrs. Craig Outis at the loom weaving cloth— land, Mr. and Mrs. Callie Hale
linen to make clothing for the and Mrs. Hale, Zelner ,Hale, gar.
family in double log hpuse with
and Mrs. Leon Hale. Mrs. Vesee,
a 12-foot entry between. It was
formerly
the latter part of February. A a daughter of Ed Hale,
certain man, with his 2 sons, the lived in this vicinity.
Mrs. Ermine Hayes and son Ellis
eldest being 15. were making axes
sing as they were chopping out returned Saturday from a week's
their annual new ground i3 acres visit at the home of her brother.
for tobacco patch). They had to Dr. Atlia Ellis, of Providence, Ky.
cut eiggsn trees and split the rails . The Boy Scouts are to be conto feffre the ground. I'll bet I've gratulated for their achievensents.
split enough rails wjth. ax,- maul They also try each day to do a
and wedge gluts) to build a fence neighborly kindness for some one.
nine -rails high from Stella to the
There are many road intersecCourt House door. Back in those
undergrowth (also
days, near Coldwater, large i!!) tions -where
families would visit their kin in bends in roads) is such that motor2-horse wagons on Saturday night ing is 'mare dangerous than ever.
and
all-,day
Sunday.
Church The appeal I make to Boy Scouts
especially of Calloway county, is
houses were few and far apart.
Horse race track, 640 yards long, to help stir up public opinion to
at Billie Cochran's, near Farming- the extent that 'countless' numbers
ton. and Jim McReynold farm- just will be enlisted in helping to make
north of "Eagle's" home. Ben, safer
places
dangerous
those
Marion and Bob Hendrick. Wash caused .b.y. , weeds, grass, an
Bumpas,„John D. Brown and Billie bushes.
Cochran and sons, Jim Ford and
-- —
many Others, engaged in the pubLast, week this community was
lic bets! Yes, Bro. Holsapple, Geo.
Duncan was my dear school teach- saddened in the passing of two
er at Coldwater when I was 17, in good men. Everett Adams. Everett
the old log building. 18x20, with Adams, though in poor health for
sand-rock fire place back ffs.'74. several years, passed away sudlast Tuesday • afternoon.
Time and space forbids me to denly
"contrast" then and now, even Out of a large family, only one
'brother,
Homer Adams. Paducah,
one-tenth part. The 15-year-old
lad in the new ground was and is survives. He was the son of Ike
your humble scribe.—'O4e_ Eagle" and Annie Alderson Adams. Besides his Widr, he is survived by
three daughters anti two sons: Miss
Dorothy of the home, Mrs. Homer
Charlton. and- Mrs. Irene Miller.
and Hafford Adams, all of the
;Mrs. Fannie Hart and son Joe, county and Odell of Paducah. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hart" and Adam% thought not a member of
children Lois and Doris, visited any church, professed faith in
Virgil Hart, near Paducah, over Christ. Rev, Quincy Scruggs, a
the week-end.
!traria nephew of Lone Oak. Ky.,
Alvin McCree arid J. B. Alex- assisted Bro. K. C. Dunn in the
ander were in Paris Thursday.
funeral services held Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs.
B. Paschall at Pleasant Grove. Mr. and Mrs.
and little son Shel4re Dunn were Dave Booker and daughter Miss
guests of James Hart and family Blanche, Kevil. Ky., Mr. and Mrs.
Thursday.
Ray Scruggs, Paris, Mr, and Mrs.
NVylmouth and Beatrice Hart Homer Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Odell
were the week-end guests of Joy Adams and daughter. Mr. and Mrs.
and Bonnie Faye McCree.
Oat Alderson. Paducah, attended
Mrs. Will Miller is on the sick the funeral services.
list
After a long illness of heart
The Rev. Lawrence
McClain trouble and complicatiOna, Will
preached at the home of Mrs. Cora W. F.) Cooper, died last WednesTyler Sunday night.
day at the age of:74. He had been
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Byars of a member of South Pleasant Grove
the Mayfield community were in church since 1887 and had served
uryear'to visit friends Saturday. as Siinciay School superintendent
There
arc several
cases of and teacher and watt an active
measles in this communiy.
worker in the church during his
younger years. ' hie was the son of
the late' John Cooper.. Out of a
THE SHOP
large family, only a sister, Mrs.
. Westinghouse Electric Fans
Joe Chariton survives hint,
Re and his widow, Mrs Lora

Puryear Route 2

FAMOUS MANUFACTURER CLOSES OUT
ENTIRE SUMMER S TOCKS OF LOVELY

SHEER FROCKS
Marvelous Opportunity To Be Smart! Cool! and Save!

Dresses Made to Sell For $2
• Batiste

• Voiles

• Dimities

NOW

This manufacturer never made a dress to sell for less than $2.00. Included in
the group are the season's loveliest, $2.00 sheer frocks in light or dark shades,
florals, dots, stripes—a dress sensation.

• Nationally Known for Style and Quality

this $1, $2 and 53 group of fine trocks are dresses from one of the nation's
best known manufacturers. Obviously we promised not to mention the trade
mark in advertising at so low a price.

In

2

Dresses Made to Sell for $3 NowS
• Finest Voiles — Lawns — Silks

.
11

A thrilling selection of new summer frocks in all the season's
popular fabrics—Every dress new, a summer, 1940, smart
creation at about ), regular price.

Lovely Bemberg Sheers
DRESSES MADE TO SELL FOR $4.95 — NOW $
• Pastels
• Navies
The season's smartest silk sheers in a glorious

array of styles.
Also included in thisg roup are silk crepes, chiffons and
novelty ,sik weaves that sold up to $5.95.

Sheer Frocks
GlamorousDimities
New•Summer
Lawns • Bastistes
•

Voiles

•

They're Cool As
An Ocean Breeze

•

Linenes

•

A thrilling group of attractive summer frocks—every one highly styled of the
season's most populars,siseer fabrics—this rack will see real action—we suggest
that you some early for choice selection and size.

81c

Hundreds of Pairs of Women's Fine

Special Purchase and SALE of

Men's PERFECTLY TAILORED

SUMMER

DRESS SHIRTS

• Whites • Patents
• Tans • Combinations

Non-Wilt Collars
NEW SUMMER
PATTERNS!

A clearance of all our smartest
spring and summer footwear styles.
Not all sizes of a style but all sizes
in the lot—All famous 5gaaranteed
brands.

Perfect fitting shirts in a great
selection of new light or dark patterns as well as solid white. Super
savings—It'll pay you to stock up
now!

s_1__59

Actual Values $1.50 to $2

98c
Sheer - Full Fashion - SILK HOSE

49

ALL
SIZES

OXFORDS
• COMBINATIONS
• SOLID WHITES

NYLON IRREG. HOSE

98

$2.00
Values
Now
$3.00
Values
Now

FIRST QUALITY HOSE
Fine silage, rthread
chiffon Use, famous
brand.

OXFORDS
STRAPS
TIES
PUMPS
SANDAL'S.

Closing Out All Men's Summer Sport

all the new shades
—finest sheer chiffons—irregulars of a
famous brand S1.00

Irregulars of finest
makes in Nylon hose
selling for $1-50.

FOOTWEAR

69c

$I.59
$229

(tar entire stock men's sport oxfords
In solid whites. tan and white and
Ian. Some perforated—new 1940 summer Is les reduced for clearance.

puticmcdstores
e

Oft
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MRS. HARRY L SLEDD, Editor
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Mimes Eatherla Hire To
Present Recital

the Rev., and Mrs. Clayton folloo ing the cerenwil)'•
Guests attending the wedding
were Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Claytet.
Mr and Mrs. G. E Clayton. MeMildred Claa tun. Miss Katherine
Underwood, Brown Clayton and
William Adams of Hazel. and Miss.
Margie Hutchinson of Lovelace.
yule, Ky. Mrs. H F. Clayton and
daughters Mary Ruth and Martha.
and her son Paul of Hollow Rock

won by Mrs. B. 0. Langston for
high score. Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield. Jr. second high, and Mrs.
Clifford Melugin low.
The guest list included Mrs.
George M. Baker, Mrs. Pogue Outland. Mrs. GingJes Wallis, Mrs.
Thomas Redden, Mrs. D. H. Siress,
Mrs. L. R. Putnam, Mrs. Wilbert
Outland, Miss Berne Manor, Miss
Ann Wilkinson of Shreveport, La..
Mrs. Marvin Whitnell, Mrs. Charles
Stewart, Mrs. M. G. Carman, Mrs.
Dewey Nelson, Mrs. Charles Hire,
Mrs. Harry Broach, Mrs. Jack Kennedy, Mrs. A. L. Rhodes, Miss
Lillian Walters, Mrs. Frances Coleman Johnston. Mrs. Frank Thenreit, Mrs. Jack Farmer, Mrs. Marshall Berry of Marion, Mrs. Beale
Outland, Mrs. Chas. Williamson,
Mrs. L. W. Lennox, Mrs. H. C.
Curry, Mrs. 0. J. Jennings, Mrs.
I. H. Stokes,,Ars. Clay Tandy of
Mason City, Iowa, Mrs. Joe T.
Lovett. Mj-s. Hugh Houston, Mrs.
It. F. Seherffius, Mrs. James Overby. lifts. at Ryan. Mrs. Rue Beale,
Mrs. K. C. Frazee, Mrs. Robert Holland, Mrs. John Miller, Mrs. E. S.
Diuguid, Jr.. Mrs. W. E. Derryberry,.Mrs. Clifford Melugin. Mrs. Will
H. Whitnell, Mrs. H. I. Sledd, Mrs.
E. J. Beale, Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr.. Mts. B. 0. Langston.
Mrs. E. B. Howton, Mrs. A. H.
Kopperud, Mrs. Roy Stewart, Mrs.
Wells Overby, Miss Clotile Pool,
Mrs. P. W. Ordway. Mrs, A. -Carman, Mrs. G. B. Scott, Miss Voline
Pool, Mrs. George Hart, and Mrs.
Frank Holcomb.

Mr. And Mrs. .I. T. Crawford Ce.lebrate
Golden Wedding Anniversary

__-

Fulton-Bailey Engagement

La Announced

Miss Mary Poter Doherty. piano,
Mr. and Mrs. W. L Fulton of
and Miss Helen Hire, violin, will
Mn, and Mrs I. T. Crawford Key. Mrs. Ivan Carter, Ruta) Owensboro. Ky., annuonce the enpresent their recital in the college
were honor guests on Sunday, July Agnes, Mary Anna and Charles gagement of their daughter Ruth
auditorium tonight at eight-fifteen
14, when they celebrated their Thomas Carter, and Mn, and Mrs. to James R. Bailey, son of Mr:
o'clock.
fiftieth wedding anniversary and Jimmie Glasgow and 'Mr. and and Mrs. H. B. Bailey. The weds,Miss Eatherly will play Chopin's
also the birthday of Mrs. Craw- Mrs. Enoch Sherman. Mr. Glas- ding will take place in September.
"Polonaise in A major. Opus 40-ford. A bountiful picnic lunch gow and Mr. Sherman attended
Miss Fulton attended swims'
Number 2--;
Palmgren's "May
was spread at noon on the lawn Mr. and Mrs. Crawford at their College and Murray State College.
Nigh t", Debussy's "Golliwogg's
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
of their country home.
Mr. Bailey is a graduate of Murmarriage fifty years ago.
Cakewalk". and "Capriccio Brilliafternoon each week_
Among the guests were the chilMore than one hundred guests ray State College.
ane. Otaus 22a. by MendeLasohn. Margaret Hingham Weds
•••• •
dren and grandchildren of Mr. and wrese present for the noon hour
stilt Professor Clair .MeGavern at
••••• "al•
Parker R. Galloway
Home
Garden Club
And
Mrs.
Crawford,
Mrs.
Humphreys
or
called
afternoon.
in
the
the accond piano.
a
a
Enjoys Picnic
In a simple ceremony at the
Miss Hire, with her sister Miss
Those sending ififts were Mrs. ed .Mias Christine Johnston. Miss
Members of the Herne and GarEleanor Hire as accompanist will First Presbyterian church, MayCora Stewart, Mrs, Hardin Wrye, Mary Lou Waggoner. Miss Mary den Club enjoyed the day of July
play Mozart's "Sonata in K. 306a: field, Saturday. July twentieth, at
-Mr:"-and Mrs. Oilaa Farley. of son. Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Farley. and Sarasate:s "Romans* Ands- four o'clock in the afternoon, Mks
Mrs, Macon Wrye, Mrs. Rex Tab- Lou Outland and Mrs. Laurine 11th at Peggy Ann Springs.
Margaret Bingham, eldest daughors, Mrs. Opal Lamb, Mrs. Ora Doran.
The morning was spent in playMurray, celebrated their Golden and children. Mr. and Mrs. Irvan
ter of Mrs. George Bingham, West
Lee Elkins, Mrs. Fannie Mae
ing games. At noon a delightful
Wedding anniversary Sunday. with Fair. and son Fad. Mr. and Mrs.
This will be the final recital of College street,
Patter Farley.- Mr. and Mrs.. OakMayfield, became
Donaldson, Mrs. Willie Farley, Mrs. Character Builder's Clans
picnic lunch was spread. Kodakmore than one hundred relatives
the current season.
the bride of Mr. Parker Randolph
Cunningham and daughter
Jim Wilson, Mrs.' Frankie Lyons,
•
Has Supper
• • • • •
ing and swimming was enjoyed by
and old friends present for the land
Galloway,
'eldest
son cif Mr. and
Mrs. Emma Boggess.
allTho
theparfets
lnse
celebration. Both are seventy-four Clara Nene, Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Miss Margaret Key Entertains
• •• • •
Mrs. Samuel
Butterworth. Mr. and Mrs. Paul
-nest Galloway, of
The Character Builder's Craii of
present
years old.
in
Mrs: Oda
Henderson,
Ky.
First
the
The
Dailey, and children. Mr. and Mrs.
Christian
Church
double
enjoyed
ring
Mrs. Overby Is Hostess
Miss Margaret Key entertained a
Futrell, Ellen Armstrong, Mrs.
Food was served cm tables on the J.-W. iClark. Mrs. Ola Stark. Mr. group
ceremonx
was
a
delightful
said
in
supper
the
covered
dish
taffies'
Tuesday
Morning
of her friends at her home.
Armstrong,
John
Robert
Eugene
lawn, and conversation, games and and Mrs. Walter Edmonds. Mr. Thursday evening,
parlor of the church IV Dr. David
on, Wednesday evening, July 17, on
July 18. with a
and Janice Fae Armstrong, Mrs.
picture-tali-Mg took over the after- and Mrs. Orville Jenkins.. Dick
M. Ausmus, in the presence of only
Mrs. Wells Overby was at home this lawn at the, hme of Mr. and
supper.
buffet
noon's activities.
a few close friends and relatives_
Tuesday morning to members of Mrs. Ira E. Morgan. The occasion Robert Elilson. Mrs. Paul Futrell
Wilcox. Miss Eppie Wilcox, Mr.
Those enjoying the hospitaliay
her bridge club and several addi- was in honor of the birthdays of and Alice Hope Futrell, Mrs. Ned
_ Among those,: paying their re- and Mrs. J. B. Trevathan. Otley
The
bridal
vows
were
exchanged
were Miss Bvelyn Lou Lockhart.
tional guests. _
Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester and the Coleman, Mrs. Preston Boyd, Mrs.
spect* to the couple during the Fancy. Mr. -and Mrs. A. A. Jackbefore
an
improvised
altar
in
front
Josephine Crawford. Miss
Raymond Parkhill and Don of Paday were Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Wil- son. Mr.-and -Mrs. Billy Lawson. Miss
Following several progressions Rev. A. V. Havens, and a fareof the fireplace. Heavy masses of
Mildred
ducah, and Miss" Rachel Rowland,
Wynn of Nashville.. Miss
cox. Mr_ and Mrs. Bufold P. susof the game the club prize for high well courtesy to Mr. and Mrs. G.
Mr. and Mrs. James Strader. Mr. Maxine Crouch and Miss Barbara- greenery yere placed about the
home demonstration agent.
county
ton. Mr. and Mrs. Lennis Ward.- Mr. J. E. Tucker. 0. B. Trevathati.
room and banked more, heavily
score was awarded Mrs. Rue W. Cavanah and Mr. and Mrs.
The next meeting will be held
and Mrs. Walter Trevathan, MO B. Lassiter. Mr. and Mrs. George nelle . Harris.
at the -central point of the altar
Beale and the guest high to Mrs. W. M. Reeder.
Magdadine Sims. Miss Sally aaa - Marine. Mr. and Mrs.'Hunter Love.
where a tall white wicker basket
L. W. Lennox. Miss Lotta Rae
Rook and Chinese Checkers furn- in August at the home of Mrs.
Baeknsburg Ladies Organise
son. Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Robe'
of white gladioli stood.
Gaeerl of Fort Worth, Tex., was ished amusement during the even- Paul Futrell.
and family. Jesse Lassiter. Elbert
White
and son Heidi. Mrs. Victoria Se
presented as gift.
Lassiter, John Las,siter.
The Backusburg Homemakers wrought iron candelabra holding
ing.
a
. Mr. and Mrs. I. J. Clanton. MrThere were about thirty present. spiceiand-Hopkins
Delightful
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Brandon.- Mr. Club was organized last week, by white candles stood at either side,
refreshments
were
Marriage Solemnized
Ida Strader. Mr. and Mrs. Elluailoand'Mrs. R.
• • • • •
served to Mrs. 'Rue Beale, Mrs.
P. Willis. and daugh- the ladies of • that section, after a and their light shed a .light glow
Irvan.
r Hilda Clyde. Mr. and Mrs. Meeting with Miss Rachel Row- over the wedding scene.
George Hart, Mrs. Hugh Houston. Ladies' Aid Has Luncheon
The marriage of Annie Mae SpiceThe bride was given in marriage Birthday ('Iub Compliments
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Trevathan. Ja - nes Cooper. Mrs. Carman Out- land. home demonstration agent
Mrs. Hal Houston. Mrs. Gingles
Tuesday
land. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F.
by her brother, Danny Bingham.
Mrs. Wilson
Mrs. Manic Smith, Mr. and Mrs land, and daughter. Jane. and Mrs. for Calloway County.
Mrs. G. W. Cavanah opened her H. Spiceland, Knight. Ky., and
Wallis, Mrs. L. J. Hortin, Mrs. A.
and Agnew Galloway served his
Virgil Walston. and son Will Rob. C,.siley Moss, all of Paducah.
home Tuesday for an all day meet- Edison Hopkins. son of Mr. and
The ladies elected Mrs. F. P. brothor as
Mrs. J.. B. Wilson was honor H. Kopperud, Mrs. Robert W.
best man. Mrs. W. W
Mr. and Mrs. John Graham, Mrs
Rev. L. V. Henson. Benton; Mill- Hughes. president; Mrs. Lloyd Ed- Robertson played
guest last Friday when members Butrime. Mrs. L. W. Lennox, Mrs. ing of the Ladies' Aid of the First Mrs. Carl Hopkins, Farmington, Ka..
Ed Stroud. Mrs. Pauline McCoy.
wedding
music
Christian
Church.
J. R. (=Jury, Mrs. E. S. Diuguid,
A delectable was quietly solemnized Friday after .Farky, and children Dot and wards, vice-president: Mrs. Noble softly while
Miss Harolyne Lain- of the birthday club met at her Jr., Miss Rosalind Crass, Miss covered dish luncheon was served' ernoon. July 12th. at 6:30 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Hershall Pace and
Pat. of Logan. W. Va.: Mr. and Fuqua. secretary-treasurer:" Miss birth and Miss
son Ronald. Mr. and Mrs. Gus
Dorothy Simon, if home to celebrate the occasion of Lotta Roe Green. Mrs. P. W. Ord- at noon, and the meeting was conMrs. Carlos Jackson, and son Bill. Nora Coleman. program conductor; Madisonville.
The single ring ceremony was
lighted the candles. her birthday_ A delectable cover- way, Mrs. H. I. Sledd and
Farley and daughter Hilda. Mr.
the ducted informally. •
of Minneapolis, Minn.: -Mr.- and and Mrs. Bun H. Hughes. project
read by the Rev. Eldon Byrd in his
Mrs. Galloway wore a dark blue ed dish luncheon was served at
and Mrs. James Potts, Mr. and Mrs.
hostess-.
Mrs. B. H. Mizell. and grand- leader.
There were about twenty-five home at Gilbertsville.
fitted ensemble with touches -sit noon at small tables placed in the
C. L Ross. Miss Agnes Gneenfield,
The time of the next meeting white, and a large
The only' attendants were Mr.
present.
Miss Sue Coleman. Mr. and Mrs. daughter. Sydney Shaw, of Clarksstraw hat of living room. The honoree received Club Meets With Mrs. Whitnell
ville, Tense: Dan Lassiter, of Omar. has been set .for August 21.
and Mrs. Truman Turner of Colda•lovely
gift from the club.
midnight blue. Her corsage was of
W. E. Clark and Lucille.
W. Va..
water.
Va.: Joe Pat -Farley. of MisBriarcliff roses.
Those present included members
Mrs. John Whitnell was hostess B. And P. W. Club Has
J-. W Clark. Mr and Maa. Her- souri. and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Hopkins wore for the wedPicnic Supper
Loman Mrs. Stokes. Messrs. Anderson,
Her only attendant was her sis- of the club and an additional guest, Saturday afternoon to her bridge
Pritchard Presented In Recital ter. Miss Virginia
Members of the Business and ding an ensemble of „navy and white
Bingham, who Miss Catherine Whitnell.
club.
with
matching acceSsories. Mrs..
Professional Women's Club ware
• • • • •
also wore dark blue. Her corsage
Mrs. Carlene Caldwell Stokes.
Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk received the entertained last Thursday evening Turner also wore blue.
was of getter Times roses.
Garlands Receive Visitors Mrs.
piano.
.
Messrs. Sam
Anderson.
Hopkins is a grdauate of
prize for high score. • 'in the garden at the home of
Miss Lambirth and Miss Simon
Last Sunday
Murray State College and has held
tenor, and Jack Pritchard, violin,
Delightful
refreshments
were Mrs. Faith Doran.
wore identically designed dresses
teaching positions in Crittenden and
were presented in senior recital of;
A bountiful picnic supper was
powder blue 'crepe, and. had lir. and Mrs. Rue4 Garland had served to members and one guest.
Calloway counties for the past three
last Tuesday evening. in the the
of Almo.
served following
which a brief years.
shoulder corsage of .loanna Hal as their guests, Sunday, July 21, Mrs. Whit Imes
•
•
•
•
•
college auditorium.
the
business
following:.
session
was
held with
roses.
Mn. Hopkins is a farmer and they
Mrs. Stokes . played an organMrs. Pearl Miller presiding.
Mr. Galloway attended Centre
A plan to make their home with the
Mr. and Mrs. Dorse Garlahd and Miss Thurman Has Lawn Party
choral prelude. -Komm. susser
welcome was extended Mrs. Derma: groom's parents until
College and for the past few years children. Belva, Opal And RayMiss Euva Nell Thurman was
the close of
Tod-. by Bach-Kelberine: Insuree has
been connected with the
mond; Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hern- hostess Monday evehing from eight Futrell as a new member, and the -present school term.
from the Third Suite for 'Cello. by in
Greenville. Mrs. Galloway is don and children, Velma Louise to eleven o'clock at a lawn party Mrs. T. A. Doran and Mrs. Adrion
Bach: Schumann's "Romanza Opus a
graduate of Mayfield High school and Sidney Earl. Mr. and Mrs. at the home of her parents. Me Brann who were guests.
Murray. the birthplace of Radio.
28. Number 2"; Chopin's "Prelude. and
Hostesses were Mrs. Faith Doran.
attended Murray State Col- Buck Garland, 'all of Padocaii: and Mrs. Rudolph Thurman on
Opus 28: Number 20"; and "Clair lege
Mrs.
Laurine Doran and Mrs. Eula
and the University of Ken- Aufffey Garland of Brihon .City, North 'Ninth Street.
de Lune- and **Golliwogs's Cake- tucky.
Mae Doherty.
For.the past two years she Utah, Mr. and Mrs. Virgle Garwalk," liom Debussy.
The gay lighting effects and
has been Social Service worker at land and children. Jackson. BurMr. Andersort _sang Sidney Hom- Madisonville
nice, and Roberta of Model. Tenn.. small tables scattered over the Stitch And Glitter Club
.
•
- 'ers "Ireinirefe; "Torria a Surrienlawn made an out-door cafe setAfter a brief
Meets Wednesday
Johnnie
•
lo- by Curtis; and Sullivan's- "The thay will return •honeymoon trip. Tenn., 'Garland of Sumerville. ting' for the party. Progressive
Mrs. Claude Miller was at home
and-Mr. arid Mrs. Rudy Mcto Madisonville
Lost Chord."
dates
games
were
enjoyed,
and
last *Thursday afternoon to memOut-of-to:am guests at the wed- Dougal and seri Bill of - Murray. Mr. Pritchard played a three- ding were
and -Miss Nowata King of San An- bers of the Stitch and Chatter
Mr. .and Mrs. Samuel
These guests were brothers and toinio.
movement Brahrns sonata from Ernest Galloway,
entertained
Tex.,
with
acClub and an additional guest.
Agnew Gall. sisters of, Mr. and Mrs. Garland
-Meistersinger-.
cordian selections.
way and Miss Jane Galloway, if and it was
Mrs. Burton Young.
the first time all memMessrs. -Anderson and Pritchard Henderson. Mr.
refreshment
Dainty
were
served
s
An informal afternoon was enand Mrs. P. B bers had been together in 13
Accurately and Carefully
were accompanied at the piano by Carney, of
years. from the beautifully appointed joyed, at the conclusion
of which
Madison. Wis., fil,ss
The
Jesse Paul Darnell.
Compounded of Purest
afternoon was spent in tak- punch table.
Dorothy Simon, of Madisonvilie:
a
dainty
party
plate
was
served
• • • • •
Those present were Miss Marg- by the hostess
and Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Baker, of ing pictures and pleasaat conversaDrugs
tion.
Miss Slava Clayton Weds
Buckingham
aret
, Bobby Garrison.
Henderson.
•• • • • •
Rev, Ovid Arthur Stine
Miss Charlotte Guthrie of DeACC Club Meets
troit, Gene Fairchild, Miss 'Lois
Mrs. Smith Honored
The Rev. H. F.. Clayton, pastor
Other S1 to S1.35
Sammons, Bill Washburn, Miss
ThAGC
of the 'Hollow Rock. Tenn.. Methclub
members motored
On Tuesday' afternoon, July 9,
Donne Mercer, W. L. Polly.
to Gilbertsville Thursday night
odist Church. officiated at the Mr,. J. II. Perkins,
Miss Nadine Blalock. Gene BrewMrs. Aubrey and
wedding
.enjOyed
his
of
sister,
Miss
dinner
Maya
at
the
Smith. and Mrs. Charley ,Marr . enTVA er. Miss Peggy Lee Blalock, Duval
Be clev4r.a cmd lovely tool
Cafeteria. Those attending were
Jewell Clayton. of Hazel. Ky.. tortained Mrs. Eurie
Stone,' Miss Mary Jo Pentecost, J.
Smith with a
These 3 and 4 threads are
and the Re v. Ovid Arthur Stine of miscellaneous shower at
Mts. Mary Coy, Mrs. Helen Plunk- Buddy Farmer. Miss Jane Jones,
the home et,
Ortonville. Mich.. and _ Wilmore. of Mrs. Aubrey Smith.
istra Luna Glasgow, Mrs. Virtrue beauties- yet yours
Fred Milton Wells, Miss Georgia
ginia -Davidson, Mrs. Edith StreetKy.. hist Sunday, at the Hollow ;- After the gifts were
Helen Kee, Bobby Patterson. Miss
opened and man.
at a budget price! Now
Rock church. The vows were said admired games and
Mrs. Nell Thompson-Miller, Nowata King. Castle Parker. Miss
contests Were
before an improvised altar of sul- enjoyed by the guests.
and Misses Ruth Turner, Lucille
made with new Security
Euva Nell. Thurman and Garnett
Prizes were
Johnson. Jean C. Wiggs. Evelyn
tanas, gladioli and roses. Preced- won by Mrs. Ke4ey
Hood Jones.
Smith, Mrs.
Garter Zone-another aid
ing the ceremony a program of Willis Bucy and Miss
Stanfield,
Margaret
Alilson,
and
Medic Smith.
to longer wear!
nuptial music was given by Miss
At the conclusion of the ‘garaes Frances Wells.
Mesdames Gardner And Bates
_ • • • •e"
• Mildred Clayton, sister of the bride, refreshments 'were served
YOU WON'T BELIEVE IT UNTIL YOU SEE
Entertain
to the
, and 'Mrs. Elvis Clayton, pianist, following:
Mrs. James Tabors Honored
' Miss Lorene Clayton. sister of the ' Mrs. Maud Champion. Mrs.
With Shan er
DOUBLE
Mrs.
Gardner
Jack
Mrs.
and
Bill
Otho
bride, was the bride's only attend- Burton. Mrs. Kelley
Bates were hostesses at bridge
Berton. Mrs.
Mrs. James Tabors was compli- Tuesday afternoon
ant. R. Brown_ Clayton, brother Taft Patterson, Mrs. Jack
at the home of
Wynn,
mented
with
a
miscellaneous their parents. Mr. and Mrs. F. B.
the bride, attended the groom Mrs.. Mark Oliver. Mrs.
J. B.
PROCESSED
best man.
Hodges, Mrs. Everette Oliver. Mrs. shower Wednesdays July, 10. •
Outland.
The bride, an attractive brunette, Doil Thomas, Miss Mary
Many nice gifts were received by
Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk received the
TOR LONG WEAR
Thomas,
wore a street length dress of navy Mrs. Grover- Hodges.
Mrs. Noel the honoree and delightful refresh- prize for high score and Miss
-.Ore with white accessories. She Smith, Mrs. Alois Smith„ Mrs.
Russ ments were served to the guests. Mary Virginia Diuguid second
eare a corsage of delphinium, McCuiston. Miss Elena
Those present were Mrs. J. W. high. In the game of bingo which
McCuiston,
'sect peas and phlox.
Mrs. Johnny Nichols, Mrs. Aubrey Tommie and daughters. Shirley! followed bridge prizes were won
The bride is a graduate of Mur- Marta Mrs. Roy Marr, Mrs.
Rudolph Ann and Barbara Sue; Mrs. C. 0.1 by Misses Juliet Holton and Mary
Ay State College of the class of Smith, Mrs. Blanch
Ferguson., Mrs. McClure, Mrs. Bill --Lyons, Mrs. Virginia Diuguid.
::40 and the groom a graduate of Otis Ferguson, Mrs. Wavel
A party plate was served at the
Osbron, Brona Vick, Mrs. Vcssie Dunn and
.a,bury College. Wilinore, Ky.
Mrs. Kelley Smith.'
daughter Thecia, Mrs. Earl Knight conclusion of the games to Mrs.
West Side Square
Phone 106-W
Tlie bridal couple were honored
Mrs. Harrel .Elkins, Mrs. Lee and baby Sylvia Jean, Mrs, Debert Will H. Whitnell, Mrs. Robert
la a reception at the home of Warren Fox, Mrs. 'Delbert
.Ed- Edwards, Mrs. Frank McDaniel, Mahn of Athens, Ohio, Miss Juliet
wards, Mrs.. Oaval Edwards,. Mrs. Mrs. Sohn L. Williams, Mos. Junior Holton. Mrs. Beale Outland, Mrs.
N Edmian Kimbro, Mrs. Euria• Smith,. Lampkins.' Mrs. Billie Brittah and John N. Neal, Mrs, Pogue Out98c Values Reduced to 79c
a Mrs. Charley Marr, Mrs. Willis children, Wilma, Billie Jo. Virgule land, Mrs. Porter White, Mrs. J.
$1.98
Values Reduced to $1.49
lance, Mrs. - Clarence Elkins,. Miss Lee and *Mani Harold; Mrs. Clo- R. Williams, Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk,
Madie Smith, Mrs. Ira Fox.
vis Byerly., Miss Alice Brandon, Miss Mary Virginia Diuguid. Mrs.
$2.50 Values Reduced to $2.00
Those sending gifts,. were Mrs. Miss Anna Hodges, Miss Mildred Wilbert Outland, and Mrs. Everett
Myrtle Marr, Mrs. James Valen- Myers, Miss Fay Rogers, Miss Ward Outland.
tine. Mrs. Walter Smith, Misses Kathryn Hale.
Additional guests for tea includVerna, Irene and hnogene Smith
Saturday, July 27, Only
of Murray. Mrs. Hansford McCuiston, Mrs. Willis Fileder, Miss
.. • •
Nerene _Fielder, Mrs. Jerry Allbritten, Miss Mary Allbritten.
New Dark Shadow Sheers, prints, pastels, lovely
•••••
patterns that make spring of summer, each selling
Lovely Pardee- Axe Given By .
Mesdames Fulton And Catch's
at enormously reduced prices ... Sports wear ...

Mr. And Mrs. Guy Farley Celebrate
. Golden Wedding A nniz'ersary

1-100T LASSIES
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PHOENIX

Prescriptions

69c & 79c

Murray Garment Co's
UNBELIEVABLE SALE
of Glamorous Summer Fashions
Continues!
98c Purses Now Selling at 79c
S1.98 Purses Reduced to $1.39

vo-81,6*.t.

SKIRTS, $3.98 Value Reduced to $2.98

„ADAMS
BROWNBILT SHOE STORE

Unheard of Reduction of Hat Prices
HATS: 49c - 89c - $1.49 - $1.98
GLOVES: All Sizes

•

to Let You Know rs,

1

All Spring and Summer Hats . 49c

Beginning, Wednesday, July 31,
- ray's Seven Major Beauty
Itur
Shops will be closed All Day on
Wednesday of each week until
further notice.
it

•

OUT shops will be open every week day
exeept Wednesday.
We ask our customers to cooperate with
us in this by making their arrangements for' beauty work on some day other than
Wednesday.

La Vanite Beauty Shop
Turner-Orr Beauty Shop
Modern Beauty Shop
Raymond's

Murray Beauty Shop
Mai-Donne Beauty Shop
Elite Beauty Shop
Beauty Shop

MODEL.. of Murray

Mrs. Marvin Fulton and 'Mrs:
Carlisle Cutchin were hoStesses at
two lovely bridge parties - Thursday afternoon and evening at the
home of the former.
Summer
flowers 'in artistic arrangements
were used throughout ,the spacious
rooms as decoration.
The hostesses, assisted by Mrs.
James Overby, served a delightful
party plate at the conclusion of
the, games.
a"
In the afternoon prizes were
awarded Mrs. H. C. Curry lair high
score, Mrs. Charles' Hire second
high, and Mrs. D. H. Siress low.
Prizes at the evening party were

CONSTIPATED?
TRY

guarantee all their dry cleaning to be beautifully '

cleaned and expertly pressed. Take advantage of
oiir low cash prices on t4ondays and Tuesdays.
•• • •

Fine Cleaning Can be Done at Low Pikes
DRESSES
SUITS
COATS

25c

CLEANED
and7
PRESSED

CASH PRICE
Wednesday thru Saturday 35c cash price in effect
TROUSERS
2 Pair 25c

Ca"141

Now

SKIRTS
2 for 25c

PRUNLAX Coy MODEL Cleaners

A marvelous no- w nature laxative made with Pure California
Prune Juice, Csaaara Bark and
imported
Alexandrian
sNina.

Wallis Drug;

•
S
.

.• •

FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY
719 W. Poplar St.
Murray,

for the weekend ... just name your-choice ...
.
1.98 Values Reduced to 1.39
2.98 Values Reduced to 1.98
3.98 Values Reduced to • 2.98
4.98 Values Reduced to 3.49
5.95 Values Reduced to 3.95
7.95 Valueo Reduced to 4.95
10.75 Values Reduced to 6.95
14.75 Values Reduced to 8.95
16.75 Values Reduced to 10.95
We have plenty ordresses for larger women up
to size 52; also junior sizes.
• •
HUNDREDS OF OTHER BARGAINS!

DON'T
MISS THIS OPPORTUNNITY OF THE YEAR!
• •

Murray Garment Co.
Mrs, Ethel Key -- Mrs. Thelma Farley - Miss Effie Watson

••-

•

•
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mt
LEWIS DILL TO OPEN GENERAL
Kentucky Academy STORE
AT THARPE, TENNESSEE
Two Instructors Are Added To
Of
Science
to
Meet_
Dill, well-known in MurMr. arid Mrs. Noble Jenkins have
Murray College Fine Arts Dept; In Richmond, Ky. ray and Calloway
County. who has
returned to their home in Logan,

CMIURCH OF CHRIST

Fulton of
see the enghter Ruth
on of Mr.
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Uin ES
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

The pastor will preach at the
Morning hour, using as his subject. "THE CHRISTIAN AT HIS
Evening service: OBBEST."
SERVANCE OF LORD'S SUPPER.
Church School with classes for
II ages, under the care and direcon of faithful Bible teachers and
officers. Classes meet- in separate
rooms for the study of the Bible
lesson for the day.
Training Union meets at 6:45
with splendid, character-building
Audies in the Bible well thought
out and arranged for the training
of members in the study of the
Bible and in all church doctrines.
There are Unions for all ages begaining with the Bible Story Hour
ii. the little tots.
Mid-week meeting Wednesday
evening at 7:30. In this meeting
we sing gospel hymns, testify, pray
study the Bible. This meeting
iie than any other of all in the
vices .deepens the spirtual life
the Christian. A brief Bible
'
y of the lesson for the followSunday follows immediately
s. mid-week meeting.
The church extends a most cars! invitation to one and all, to
; the services' of the church.
You
will always find
here
aliciss who will gladly welcome
to all the services and fellowip of the church.
Sam P. Martin Pastor

Puryear Route 3

Lord's Day: Bible study at 9:45
a. in.. worship lincluding a sermon, M 10:48 a. m. Young people
meet at 7 p. m. Worship at 7:45 p. W. Va., after visiting relatives
here.
Miss Mary Faust of Lansing,
The writer will preach at Murrell. Boulevard Church, Paducah, Mn,41., is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Essie
Faust.
but there will by the regular proMr. and Mrs. Herbert Orr and
gram here in Murray church.
Wednesday! Ladies' Bible class Mrs. Noah Holley shopped in Paris
at 3 p. m., prayer meeting at Saturday.
Visitors in the home of Mrs.
7:45 pin.
George Jenkins during her illness
C. L. Francis, Minister
were, Mrs. Cooper Jones. Mrs.
Noah Holley, Mrs. Fennie Stewart,
Mrs. Robert Paschall. Miss Jane
Paschall. Mr. and Mrs. Mildred
Johnson, Mrs. Homer Paschall, Mr.
R. F. Blankenship, Pastor
and Mrs. Orval Jenkins, Mrs. Jack
Key, , Mrs. Elmer Paschall, Mrs.
Johnnie Harrelson, Misses Nell and
Mt. Cannel
Mary Faust.
Our revival closed at Mt. CarMrs. Lee Wimberley is improving
mel Saturday night with eight confrom a recent illness.
versions and seven additions.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
Regular 4th Sunday services next
daughter and Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Sunday.
Kuykendall and Lena and Ethel
Mt. Hebron
attended the Soap Etuk Derby at
Our revival at Mt. Hebron began
Paris Sunday afternoon.
Sunday and will continue theough
Mr. and Mrs. Clark Morris and
this week. Services at 11 a. m.
family of Battle Creek, Mich., and
and 8 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Morris and
Camp Ground
of Missouri returned home
Next Sunday: Church School at Sunday after visiting with Mr.
3
preaching
!service
at
2 p. in.,
and Mrs. Terry Morris and family.
p. m.
Miss Hilda Jane Jenkins has returned to her home after, a visit
with her uncle, Mr. Noble'Jenkins
and Mrs. Jenkins of Logan W. Va.
—"Midget"
W. T. M. Jones, Pastor

been building a store and dwelling
Kentucky
Academy
of house on his farm at Tharpe.
The
Tenn., will be open for business
Science will hold its spring meetAugust 1.
ing at Eastern Teachers College;
Lewis is widely known as he'
Richmond, Ky., Dr. Charles Hire, has been connected with- his fathMETHODIST CHURCH NOTES
president of the state science er, al. D. Dill, in tire merchandise
Sunday, July 28, 1940
group. announced today following business, at Model, Term., Route
a meeting of the executive coun- 1, for the past five years. He also
The Metlecalists of •Murray have
has a brother, Joe Dill and a
cil in Louisville last week.
established a remarkable record of
Members of the executive coun- brother-in-law, Raleh Cook, Who
meeting all financial obligations at
cil are: Mr. Hire, president; cr,, B. are merchants.
each quarterly conference. This
Pennebaker. vice-president, MoreStarting in business with his exhas been possible only by the fine
head: 'Alfred Brauer. secretary. perience and among his many
cooperation
of the
membership
Lexington; Wm, J. Moore, treas- friends we can only expect of Min
with_ the board of stewards. Some
urer. Richmond: A. R. Middleton, the best of success.
are inclinexl, since we have made
Louisville;
Anna
A.
Schneib.
this good record, to decrease their
Richmond;
A. W.
Homberger,
contribution to the church. Is it
Louisville.
REV, J. H. THURMAN HOLDS
not strange that any real ChrisMr. Middleton is a member of MEETING AT NEVIL'S CREEK
tian will "cut off" on the church
the council of American 'Associaand the Lord before he will -cut
tion for the Advancement of SciThe Rev. J. H. Thurman, Muroff- on -any luxury, much less the
ence; Miss Schneib is junior acad- ray, is in Stewart county, Tenn.,
necessities of life?
It seems to
emy councilor; and Mr. Bomberger this week to assist 'in a revival
me to be a dangerous procedure.
is retiring president.
'meeting at Nevirs Creek Baptist,
I would not risk it.
The committee at Louisville ac- Church, Bro, John Outland is
At the morning worship hour the
cepted the invitation of Eastern pastdr of the Nevil's Creek church. Miss Marion Been
Miss Marjorie tlaimquist
pastor will preach on "A Sincere
to meet at Richmond next spring.
Prayer" from the text: "Search
The date has not been determined.
me, 0 God, and know my heart;
The appointment - 7 Miss Mar- Training School. September 16. The group passed a resolution that
THE SHOP
to., me aid know my thoughts; and
the
Academy would pubilsh its
jorie Palmquist to the faculty of 1940.
see if there be any wicked wax in
Westinghouse Mazda Lampe
Miis Marian Beers, Cincinnati, proceedings and transactions quarMurray State College has ken anme and lead me in the way evernounced by Dr. James H. Rich- Ohio, has been added to the facul- terly instead of annually.
lasting." Ps. In. 29, 24.
mond, president. Miss Palmquist ty of the Fine Arts Department •
This same sentiment is expressed
will be a member of the faculty of for the year 1940-41, according to
in the little poem—
the Fine Arts Department, as an announcement by" . Dr. James
"I sat alone with my conscience
critic teacher of music in the H. Richmond, president of Murray
In that land where time, has
Miss Beers will
Training School and instructor of State College.
ceased,
teach theory and cello.
music methods.
And thought of my former living
A graduate...sof Cincinnati ConMiss Palmquist received her BS
On the earth where 'the ran
Union Ridge: 10 a. m.,..Chtirch
servatory 01 Music with both the
increased,
degree at Iowa " State Teachers. Bachelor of Music and the Master
School: 11 a. m., preaching. No
Furs, Heavy Woolens, Rugs
And .the vision of my past lite
night service..
DADE PARK, Ky., July 24— College. Cedar Falls, Iowa, and is of Music. degrees, Miss Beers
Was an awful thing to, face,
The pastor will leave Sunday Thoroughbreds are
Curtains, Drapes, Blankets
conand
was
majored
in
cello
degree
at
State
14.A
arriving at Dade completing 'her
ALONE, ALONE, with my con- afternoon for a revival meeting
Park every day for the coming Univertity of Iowa this summer. sidered one of the outstanding
science.
near Big Sandy, Tenn.
TO
BOONE'S
FOR CLEANING & STORAGE
annual Summer meeting, which She has had four years of teaching musicians to be graduated by that
In the weird and lonely place".
Church schools will meet at all
For the past three
will be opened on Saturday, Aug- experience in the public schools in institution.
At the evening worship hour, the churches at the regular hours.
where she has years she has been teaching at
one of otfr fine young men from Let everyone be in his or her ust 3, and continue 26 days, end- the state of Iowa
ing on
Monday. September 2, done both vocal and instrumental Utah State Agricultural College.
the college. Rev, Frank Hoddman, place at the' proper time..
Labor Day. More than 400 horses mud" throughout the grades and' Logan. Utah, where she was very
who is a .student for the ministry,
are quartered in the Daffe Park high school. She is well recom- successful as a teacher of theory
DeLuxe Cleaning
will preach for the pastor, who
Standard Cleaning
for and cello as well as cello soloist
will be at. Mason's Chapel in a FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH barns. James C. Ellis, president mended for her ability and also
Plain Garments — Each
during her and mereiber of various ensembles.
has
done
Plain Garments — Eaek
of
the
_Dade
Park
Jockey
Club,
is
the
work
she
revival meeting with. Bro. Dunn
soloist with
First Presbyterian Church, 16th of the opinion the coming meettng four years of actual experience. She has appeared as
and the fine people of that congreorchestras in the West and comes
gation. Come out and stand by and Main, Howell M. Forgy, pas- bids fair to be one of the most in- She is a member of Kappa Delta
to Murray with the best of recomthis young minister. The pastor tor. Sunday School at '10:00 a. m. teresting and succestful of any of Pi, national honorary education
Nu, mendations.
A good Yob of cleaning Bone
Expert skill in cleaning and
will be with the good people of Sunday school classes for all ages. the 17 sessions held at the tri- fraternity, and Theta Gamma
Miss Beers will assume her
refinishing Ireshaping, rips
social sorority.
elate racing strip.
strictly sat a prodection basis;.
Mason's Chapel. during the week 11:00 a. in., morning worship. ,
sewed,
opening
of
the
fall
with
the
buttons
replaced,
second :only to our de luxe
Among owners who will send
Miss Palmquist will assume her duties
but will be at home each night
stubborn
spots,
perspiration
23,
1940.
service.
No white or evening
September
semester
on
of
the
their horses to Dade Park are: duties with the opening
and available for any pastoral
removed, and other details.
garments.
Mrs. R. B. Allen, Louisville; M.
duties that may develop upon him.
— GUARANTEED —
and H. A. Allen. Red Oaks, Tex.;
Be sure to do your duty by the
Pond, Prof. R. A. Joli'Mston, MurMrs. S. T. Baxter, Detroit; J. D.
ray; Ed Wood, Metropolis, Ilte
Sunday-school in your community.
Bryant,
Weill
and
Mrs.
D.
LexiifgMrs. Parvin Blalock,'Murray' AlWe.'• have no institution in our
Mr. and Mrs. Loraine Jones and tons-H. D. Cox, Detroit; Mrs. R
G.
Our only concern is that your clothes be cleaned
Christian organization that can children of Detroit, are visiting his
via Beach. Farmington; Prof. G.
Burman.
Jeffersonville,
Ind.;
J.
C.
William
admitted
to
the
Patients
take its place. Our young people parents, Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Jones.
C. Asheraft, Murray: Mrs.__ Willie
as Is-necessary, creating mutual satisfaction.
Ellis, Owensboro; Howard Oots.
'LilTenn.;
Miss
invita your children to meet with
Lane,
Callieut,
Mason Memorial. Hospital during
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Downing
them at 6:45 each Sunday everring. of Birmingham spent the week-end Lexington; C. A. O'Neil, Jr., Chilian Hollowell, Murray; Mrs. S.-.J.
follows:
are
as
th
d
e
l
e
in:
,r
p
s
a
T.
s
e
w
e
k
n
.
t
To the stranger and-visitor we with Mr. and Mrs. Wes Brown. cago; Ferguson and Scamahorn,
Schroeder. Dexter; Mist 9...issie ParJ. DJones, Murray; Miss'
Rockport, Ind.; Wheatley Court
Brown,
extend a hearty welcome.
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Reeves Stable, New Orleans; K. Dainger- Lillian Hollowell, Murray; Joy rish, Pad/scab; Claude
• J. Mack Jenkins Pastor
and son. Mit. Carrie Reeves and field, Jr.. Thistledown Race Track: Reynolds, colored. Whitlock, Tenn.; Murray.
Billie Andrus visited the Ken- William Day, Madisonville; B. W. Marion Scott, Golden Pond; Oreal
Telephone 234
IN MEMORY
tucky Darn Sunday afternoon.
Stivers, Lexington; . L. C. Young, Thompson, Paducah; Mayo PalmSo. Side Square
Free Call For and Delivery
Mr. and Mrs. Loraine Jones and
Lexington; Tom Young, Lexington: er, col., Murray; Miss Flay Kirby,
In loving memory of our dear
children of Detroit called on Mr.
Mrs. R. J. Murphy, Evansville; L. Union City, Tenn.; Mrs Albert mother, Mrs. Ellen Johnson who
and Mrs. Richard Walston on D. Moore, Evansville; Porter and Bell. Benton; Alvis "Beach, Farm- died one year ago today. July 25.
H. L. Lax, Pastor
Monday evening.
Report of Condition of
Cromwell, Lexingtore -John S. An- ington; Mrs. F. H. Holton, Hardin:, 1939 - A daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Brown and
A .revival meeting will begin at son .of St. Louis spent the week- derson. Lexington; Leslie Evans. Dr. Lee Gatlin-lore, Cottage Grove,
Sulphur
Sunday end' with Mr, and Mrs, Everett Owensboro; and Sloan and Palmer, Tenn.; Mrs. Woodrow Moon, DresSprings next
Murden
morning at 9:45. The Rev, W. D. Cleaver and on Sunday Mr. and New Bostom,
ray: Mrs. Jimmie LaFever, McBurke, pastor of McLemoresville, Mrs. Everett Cleaver and chil'of Murray in the State of Kentucky at the close of business
kenzie. Tenn. Chas. Millers Almo;
Tenn., will arrive in time for the dren. Cecil. Nadine, Imogene. and
W.' A. .McIllwain, Union Cite.
on June 29, 1940.
Sunday night service.
He will Delores, returned. ,to St. Louis
Tenn.; Mrs. Bodine Henslee, Newpreach for us at 11 a. in and.
with them for a few days' visit.
ASSETS
berg; Mrs. ,Ed. Wood. Metropolis:
8 p. m. each day next week.
Willie Ross of Paducah is visitIlia Mrs. Wm. Sparks.,Paris, Tenn.; Specializing
Insurance Loans and discounts (Including $7.51 overThe pastor will preach at New ing his son Buie Russ and 'Mrs.
in
W. H. Finney. Murray: Mrs. Tom
Hone at 11:10 next Sunday morning. Ross.
drafts)
Law and Analysis of InsurPreaching at Martin's Chapel
FRANKFORT, Ky.. July 24— Swift, Hardin; Miss Mildred GatObligations of States and political subdivisions$322
18,000.00
0
60
Mrs. Carrie Reeves spent Saturnext Sunday night by a visiting day night with Mr. and Mrs. Lee Names of 12 field workers and two ten, Sabina, 'Ohio; Mrs. Parvin able Hazards.
Cash, balances with other banks, including
Blalock, Murray.
stignographers
reminister at 8 o'clock.
district
field
Reeves of enaraMurray.
reserve balances, and cash items in process !
Patients dismissed during the
Purdom Building
described as
Mr. and Mrs. Walton Jones have leased in what was
of collection
personnel," past week included Hugh Car160,768.48
Res. 581
moved into their new home on "an effort to improve
;Tel.
81
were announced by Dr., A. Y. roll, Hardin; Mrs. Park Owen, Mt.
Furniture and fixtures
2,000:00
t he highway.
director, Pleasant. Tenn.; Mrs. J. D. Jones.
Mr. and • Mrs. Fred Pritchett's Lloyd. old age assistance
Gulden
Murray;
Maxine
Scott,
new house is now under construc- late Tuesday.
TOTAL ASSFCS.,._
$509,041.17
Welfare Commissioner Margaret
tion.
said some 25 to 30
Mrs. Ethel Curd of Paschall Woll recently
all, but Dr
LIABILITIES
, was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. would be let out in
Lloyd said only 1_ had been reDemand d6posits of individuals, partnerships,
0. F. Curd Sunday.
far.
so
leased
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Robinson and
and corporations'
$192,440.14
Dr. Lloyd said all but four' or
.-hildren of Detroit, Mr. and Mrs.
Tithe__ deposits of individuals,`- Tagitnerships,
there
replaced,
since
five
would
be
Hobert Robinson and daughter, Mr.
and corporations
cases where work
"
_
243,201:12
;Ind Mrs. Truman Baxter and chil- are that many
no reDeposits of States and politield subdivisions .
17,672.10
dren.. all of Livingston county, could be combined, but that
Deposits of banks
were the week-end guests of. Mr. placements had yet been made.
5,660.00
appointments
have
been
"Some
.ind. Mrs. Will Robitiaost
other dePOsits (certified and officers' checks,
tentatively
approved
the
Govby
Mrs. Hayden Walaion and chiletc.)
2,979.59
"but we are waitdren of Murray Asent Sunday as ernor: he added,
whether they can
TO-TAL DEPOSITS
„,.$461,952.95
the guests' of Mrs. Stafford Curd. ing to determine
examination
Mr. and Mrs. Guy McDaniel of qualify and pass the
near Blakely spent the -week-end required under Social Security
TOTAL LIABILITIES
$461,9.52.95
with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph McDaniel regulations."
Those listed by Dr. Lloyd as re-'
and Miss Dortha-Caldwell returned
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
were Mrs. Allen
home with them to spend a few leased
Campton, and Miss Virgie JohnCapital*
$ 25,000.00
days.
stenographers,
Winchester.
ston,
Mrs. Alice Pritchett is visiting
Surplus
20,000.0t
Miss
Marie
field
workers;
and
in Birmingham with her daughtet
Undivided_ profits ,
.2,088.2a
Maude
Pineville;
Snyder,
Miss
Mrs. Milton Downing, and Mr.
Mrs.
Irene
D.
Ashland;
Kitchens,
Downing.--C. A.
Ross, Brooksville; Elmus HousTOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS$ 47,08,
8.2
ton, Murray; Mrs. Blanche Adkins, Sandy Hoak; Miss Mildred
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL'
Graham,'Fulton: -James M. Rank$509,041.17,
ACCOUNTS
-in, Warsaw: Kelly Calhoun, Hindman: Robert Wrenn, Paducah;
George Slaughter, Benton; George
This bank's capital consists of common stock.with total
Of Course, You're Not—that is, if you've had
The cause of a woman's periodic William Horton. LaGrange, and C.
par value of125,000.00.
suffering from headache, irritabil- C, Rowlette, Owenton.
your clothes cleaned by
ity, cramp-R/0 pain, may be fans
MEMORANDA
EXECUTOR'S
NOTICE
tional 4mi-fee-rhea due to malnuOther assets pledged to secure deposits and
trition, a condition, that is often
All persons having-claims against
other liabilities (including notes and bills
helped by CARDUI.
fhe estate of Buren W. Overbey,
You know that the Quality of the cleaning
rediscounted and securities 'sold under rePrincipal way CARDUI helps is deceased, are hereby notified' and
$ 18;000.00
purchase agreement)
done by Superior is unexcelled, that your
by stimulating appetite and the flow required
to present the same,

kirksey Circuit

Hardin Circuit

SAFE STORAGE

Dade Park Ready
For Opening Day

IN BOONE'S FIRE-PROOF VAULT

SEND

Store Now — Pay Next Fall

✓ the wed,and white
net. Mrs. -

S-datiate of
id has held
.tenden and
past three

60c

E•r and they
ie with the
se close of

45c

Dexter News

of Radio.

Hospital News

Boone Cleaners

ns

arefully
Purest

Murray Circuit

It's Insulated and
Distilled and

PEOPLES SAVINGS BANK

Prevents Harmful
Engine Varnish
Drive in today and I'll explain

LE

Jackson Purchase
Oil Company
East Main Street

EE

J. BEN BERRY

West Kentuckians
Among 14 Fired by
Assistance Dept.-

Attorney-At-Law

ammommommommiais

NOTICE!

L98

Until further notice, the offices of the
following dentists will be closed every
Thursday afternoon:
B. F. BERRY
HUGH M. McELRATH
F. E. CRAWFORD
WOODFIN HUTSON

WARNING!

Way "Build-up" Helps
Will interest'Wbrnen

Embarrassed When You Dance.
SUPERIOR

Drivers' Licenses Are Due
Your operator's license

expires the 31st of

this month.
.
As highway
Up

kR!

0.

-

patrolme-n, it is our duty to check

drivers so that we may be able to know whether "
or not they are complying with the operatorslic-ense
The law of Kentucky' - proyides that,all people
residing in the state who drive motor vehicles, with
the exceptiOn of government emplciYes who drive
government-oWnedHcars, must
operator's license.

have

a

Upon failing to comply with

---

B. ADAMS e

'
CHARLES

State Patrol

of gastric juices. Thus it may aid
dieehtion; help build up a woman's
strength, energy and nerve-force;
so increase physical resistance to
periodic discomfort.
It alai) helps reduce periodic distress for many who take it a few
days before and during "the tinae.".
Your confidence in CARDUI is invited by -its 50 years of popularity.

liek4

BAKILVIA"

proven as required by law, to the
undersigned Executor, at his Law
Offices in the Gatlin Building,
Murray, Kentucky. , on or before,
the fith.cley_af.September. MO, and
all claitns not so proven and presented ley !laid date shalt Be bat-,
kORGE E. OVERBEY. Sr.
.„ Executor of the Will of
Huron W. Overb, v

ti

EAT
Murray Baked Foods

mait

Kentucky

this. law, you are. subject to a fine "ranging frotn
•
•
$25.00 to,$.100.00--.,

•
•0,01
•
43

clothes will remain cool and fresh, that yilur

DeposibLaacured V pledged assets

Ask

•

Your Grocer for

foods baked

MURRAY BAKING

6

bf

10,491.60

In

We Call For and Deliver Free
PHONE 44

'Laundry & Dry Cleaners
Murray, Ky.

Thomas Banks, Mgr:

pursuant
-

$ 10,4:1,1.60

TOTAL

SUPERIOR

AUNT BETTY
BREAD
and.cith'er

to'requirements orlaw

Suits
Cleaned
& Pressed

i Patronize your home bakery

toops

$ 18,000.00

TOTAL

: creases.
suits willretain Abell

date of report the required _legal reserve
$ 58,A23.50
ag4inst deposits of this bank was
,
Assets reported above which were eligible as
$160,768.48
legal reserve amounted to
I. T. H. Stokes, President, of the above-named hank. do solemnly
.vear that the above statement is true,- and that it fully and correctly
-presents the true state of the several matters herein contained and
t forth, kettle best of my knoWiedge and belief.
Correct.—Attest:,.
T. H. STOKES. President.
H. Jorniiit D. Outland, Hugh L. Houston. M. D. Directors.
ees.
-TATE OF KENTUCKY, COUNTY OF.CALLOWAY.:
Sworn RS and subscribed before me this 20th day of, July. 1540, and
he'reby certify that I am not an officer or director of this hank.
ER117 idEYS. Notary
eottlmimon 6pires Jan 25, 194e
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c.... jay afternoon in but they have to many weak hitters . .
a re.notealgue game.
Bob Holland, Hardin
Fonts Pritchard. making -his first I hprler, has allowed but six earned
start. allowed Golden Pend but i,runs in 63 innings . . . Figures
soContinued trust Page, 1)
.
.
)
four hits. but costly errors kept are nut available on Curry or Willhim constantly in the hole. Joel oughby . . . Very few hitters in
the cleiropithship7
Wilmutn led Golden Poricrs attack the
league are "hitting their
with twohits.
weight," as good pitching has
f'
to
Lamb
A
walk
cost
the
issued
characterized
Bluff
most of the games
1
PintHardin it,
. . Or else the scorers are taking
Stereng pitching by yeung 'Bob Trigg Countians the game. as he
Holland plus some lusty swatting stole second. third, and then home their fielders for a ride . . . In an
by Pat Brown gave Hardin a well- on the Golden ,Pond hurler's slow, average game, errors range from
Lamb also 8 to 12 per game . . . You can't
earned win over Pine Bluff at deliberate wend-up.
lierd.n in the last game of the connected for a home runoin the accuse Cameron Bailey, scorer for
fifth
with one man on.
the Kerrey., team of doing this.
hest half of the Purchase Leaeue
however, as the hitter gets every
This was the second IIII10 1101Murray 3 Stansling -Rock I
Blufrwinning
the
has
b,-aten
lend
an advantage from him .. .
Nationals took
Merray's
'h* nest start 2-0 He allowed but early lead and never Lust it SunThere's been some rumors makfrier -hits Suniay. but three were day.- is Standing Rock dropped a ing the round of the league saying
uipleo .11e managed ti keep all 3-1 decision in Murray
that an all-star team will be picked
hits scales ed. however. and never
George Atkinson allowed but and play some Kitty League team
Nva; an real danger
two hits. both Singles, and struck immediately after their season is
"Rod" Willoughby was .knocked nut six men..." Lynn. hurling for completed . . . As far as this cornom, the box in the seventh in- the Tennessee - team, was combed ner knines at present. theer has
"Tor seven hits, and
a ioupPort been nothing dune about it, and
--kept- him in trouble. .
allowing serii us damage.
I don't think such a thing will
Young.
Curd.
and
Bran. materialize . . . However, it is
Marion
Hsidin eet but six hits off the
each.
led
with
the
two
hits
dui,
quite probable that an aggregation
cieubim .1 ?en lose-efforts. but they
ned in sucha manner Nationals' parade acruse the plat- of this sort might find games with
weie
ter.
,
other
good clubs .. .
te all w th. Hardin team to score
This completed the first half
six rims _ . Willoonenby walked one
schedule for both Standing Ruck
men and eti tick out seven_
-atid. the Nationals.
Loeis led the Bluff with two
Summary:
triplos. bin neither drove in runs, S. Rock
000 010 000
1 24
Lyens_ to score later Murray
020 001 00x
38 1
d..dbl, and a nit Ic
C-oon este
Lslin and Jobe: Atkinson and M. -s-Continued from.Page 1)
,,-. runs, led the Young.
tu c:'.st• a.
Bar
r,.Lt,rs
land in 'the western hemisphere
Surer:so v
that was under previous control
Harrod Leads Murray 'Balers
(.700 200 000 2 4 2
Gene Harrod. with 16 hits in 38 of European powers has been proHere el
• 000 230 40x 66-0 trips to
the plate, led Murray's
Willie:ES:by: Curry.. and Buoy: Nationals
An American made bomber was
at, bat during the first
Hoilerei and Tom "'nimble.
half of the league with an aver- shut down over England Wednesage of :421. Louis Mamma, peppery day night in a German air raid.
Hardin 5. Golden Pond 4
outfielder, had the 'better average The bomber, one shipped France.
D
f:et !net :r., y came
of 429, but has been to 'the plate was reported to be controlled by
f.-tfrn b tc, •
tones t, tie the but seven
French crews.
times.
scene Ge.een Pond's ,Independents
Hitler's ultimatum to • England
Close behind Harrod was Marion
lost a 5-4 decesion in ten innings Young
?which proposed peace, was rejected
with an average of .378.
flatly by Prime Minister ChurchCemple averages are:
Former King Edward, who
Mimras of, 429; Harrod 3b. .421: ill.
Mt Young e. .378; Atkinson p, .333; was forced from his throne be• Whitecutton of. '292: Curd 2b. .290; cause he sought the hand of an
Brandon of, .240; Buckman as, .222; American woman in marriage was
Wright lb. 210: E. Young u. .106; named as head of the Bahamas.
Taylor p. .142: McDaniel of. .083; This was reported to be a step
toward eliminating Edward from
Fugate p. .000; Pembers of. 000.
George Atkinson has pitched 50 these who insisted he. be restored
emulate_ allowed 31' hits, and seven to the throne.
earned runs, and has a won-an-lest
record of 5-1.

PLAYOFF

ATTACK

i

Speaking from a purely defensive angle. Standing Rock appears
to have the best unit in the loop,

?

Perhaps it's your eyes
Often nervousness is merely
a SYMPTOM of overstrained
eyes. have a thorough examination of your eyes now
by our registered optimetrist,
Joe T. Parker, and be sure.

PARICERS

DOUBLE COLA
BOTTLING CO.

Jewelers

Optometrists

Mayfield, Ky.

els

HEY!

Nationals Will Play
College Team Sunday
In "Grudge" Game

After much delay, the "grudge"
game between a team picked from
Summer students at Murray College and the
Murray Nationals,
composed entirely of men students who are on the local NYA
project, will be
played on the
camp diamond Sunday afternoon.
July 28. starting at 2:30.
Manager Ray Kuykendall said
Tuesday night that he planned to
"shoot the works" Sunday and
will pitch both his aces. Atkinson.
and Vincent Taylor. the youngster who beat Pine Bluff in his last
start, Manager Torn Johnson. of
the other team, said that Sam
Crider would probably -Start fur
the colkegians, but intimated that
he might "surprise" the camp with
a "reel" pitcher
Just who and
what he' was referring to, is not
public. but it is altogether possible
that he may be "importing" a
twirler for the game.
The Nationals will line-up with
Marian Young 'catchlhg. Wright on
first. Curd on second, Harrod on
third,. Buckman
at short
and
Mimms. Whitecotton. and Brandon in the outfield. Johnson expects to have Perkins catching,
Juett on first Spalding on second,
Lester King on short. Lamb on
third. and Fiser, Jennings. and
Cunningham in the outfield. with
Grider getting first call for pitcher.
The largest crowd of the season
is expected to attend, and extra
bleachers are being erected to aid
in caring for this crowd, and for
the tournament next week.
Pine Bluff will play the Gilbertsvilla' TVA team at the Bluff Sunday

champs!

Murray State College is assured
of having a Civilian Pilots Training
Program next fall at the opening
of the fall term, according to an
announcement made byDr. Charles
Hire, director, following a communicatIon this week with President
Richmond and Charles E. Cox. of
the Private Flying Development
Division of the Chicago Re ori- of
the Civil Aeronautics Authority
Lieut. R. W. DaVania, Paducah,
has been secured as flight operator.
Director Hire announced
today
Mr. DaVandi, an experienced pilot.
will furnish an airplane for each
10 student pilots and an instructor
for each 15 student pilots. The
planes will be dual control.
The next step, following the approval of Murray's application this
week, will be the inspection and
selection of suitable sites for the
CPT program.
•

Broadway Musical
Feature of Festival
Broadway is being brought to
this year's Dark Tobacco Festival
at' Princeton, Ky., in Gus Sun's
Glorified Revue, which is the
featured attraction for the second
night, Friday. August 30.
Produced by Gus Sun, one- of
America's foremost producers of
musical . shows,
the
Glorified
Revue features a chorus of 12
beautiful and talented girls and
a cast of 35 stage and radio entertainers.
Against the enchanting background Ag Earle Morse's Swing
Band and the beautiful ballet routines of the chorus under the direction of Serge Morin, formerly
dance master of the Casino de
Paree. Paris, this musical extravanganza presents a veritable
array et musical sets, comedy,
dance and novelty acts. Elaborate scenery and lighting equipment give the show a brililant and
spectacular presentation and one
scene particularly effective is the
big "Hawaiian Nights" number.
The Glorified Revue is but one
of the many outstanding features
of the 1940 Festival which takes
place August 29 through September 2_ Other attractions are:
a nationally known radio show
with 16 popular stars, the mammoth parade of floats and bands.
outdoor fashion show and beauty
pageant, band
concerts,
horse
shows, folk music contests, a musical rodeo, kiddie and pet parade.
"Black Patch" gold tournament.
baseball game. busing tournament,
flower show, 4-H Club and Htenemakers exhibits, farm machipery
exhibit. Industrial and cornerexpositesin and three big daoces
--the Queen's Ball. the big street
dance and the colorful barn dance
which closes the festival:"

There will be an ice cream supper .at Pottertown schoolhouse Saturday night. July 27_ Kea by Jennings and his Red's Hollow band
will furnish the music,

Another Precedent is
Broken by President
In Taking a 3rd Term

Miss Rachel Rowland. Calloway
Cuunty
Home
Demonstration
Agent.
announced
today
that
homemakers clubs would be organized at the following places
during the next few days:
Dexter. Friday, July 26, at 2:30
o'clock at the home of Mrs. Mac
Thomas 'Tarry.
Stone, Monday, July 29, at 2
o'clock at the school.
Pine Bluff, Tuesday, July 30, at
2 o'clock at the Pleasant Valley
Sehooart, ----Taylor's Store, Thursday, August 1. at 2 o'clock.
All ladies intersted in forming
these clubs are urged to be present. Already_ eiveral clubs have
been started within the county, and
are progressing nicely.

Fourth Monday at
Murray Is Slow
A less-than-average size crowd
was in Murray Fourth Monday,
arid the
heath and
threatening
storms kept most of the people
away.
There was little action in town
during the day, with only several
revivalists preaching on the courtsquare, and Holland G. Bryan.
candidate for Congress. speaking
at the courthouse dour at one
o'clock.

Bryan Speaks In
Murray Monday
Holland G. Bryan, candidate for
Congressman, spoke before a scattered crowd Monday afternoon on
the Courtsquare.
A
Paducah
attorney,
Bryan
spent most of his speech on barbs
at the incumbent, Noble Gregory,
and pledged himself to "represent
the First District instead of any
one clique". Little mention was
made of the third man in the
race, Kerby Jennings, hy Bryan.
He was introduced by Joe Lancaster, Murray attorney.

Beauty Shops to Close
Each Wednesday

SATURDAY SPECIALS FOR

GARRISON'S
WHITEWAY

BUY BETTER FOODS
TOPMOST CAN GOODS
FULL LINES OF

FRESH VEGETABLES
The BEST
Government Inspected MEATS Only

•

DRESSED FRYERS
COLD'MEATS CHEESES
HOMEMADE SALADS
PICNIC GOODS OF AL KINDS

Murray Milk Products
COMPANY
Murray, Ky.

Phone 191

Prompt Delivery

Phone 602

SUGAR
10 L" in Cloth Bag 50c
POTTED MEAT 3 Cans for 10c
LB. 25c
rilcZENELL COFFEE
MATCHES
18`
6 BOXES
SODA
3 BOXES
10c
SALT
3 BOXES
10c
LIPTON'S TEA :lg. 3°.'ss 23`
SOUR OR DILL PICKLES QT. 14c,
25c Package
OXYDOL Large
26c
and 2 Bars P & G Soap
PEANUT BUTTER QT. 23c
LB. 18c
DEXTER BACON
ARMOUR'S
BABY BEEF STEAKLB 23c
ARMOUR'S
STEAK
LB
29c
BABY BEEF CHOICE CUTS
iltU CHUCK ROAST LB 20c
LB
15c
NV ROAST

AND
OrEVYE

DOA .ec
/

MARKET

Corner 5th & Maple

FOOD MARKET

BRISKET
R
1

FRESH VEGETABLES AND FRUITS
of All Kinds

Phone 37

Shot over 100 times. Price very
reasonable.
Can be seen at
Ledger & Times office.
It

1

Swann's Grocery

New Concord F.F.A.
to Visit Reelfoot Lake

President Reuseeelte renomination for a third term lengthens the eight-year trait which
he has strewen with broken
precedents.
He begin it in 1932. wheh he
flew
Chicago to accept his
nominVion on the spot Previously, the nominee has been
notified by a committee a few
weeks after the conventionand he had to appear surprised.
But Mr. Roosevelt had deliberately set out to break what
he calls "foolish tradiions"
Last week. in Chicago, he was
the central'figureof the Democratic Party's breaking of one
of the oldest traditions. Never
before has a major_ party favored a President for the third
consecutive elective term.
-Murray' is birthplace of Radio.

regularly employed and give good
credit reference. Address Credit
lc
care this paper.

FARM FOR SALE-65 acres good FOR SALE CHEAP-1 gas multilevel land, well improved. On motor for Maytag Washer. PracBlade
Mowing
new.
and tically
road near school
gravel
lie
To
Ready for Occupancy.
grinding, Saw Filing, Saw Gumchurches, 1 mile of Highway 94
By Beginning of Fall
Raymond Phelps, Murray Route 7, ming. We sell Gulf Gas and Oil.
Semester
A15p S. L. Key's, 1312 W. Main, MurTele. Shiloh Exchange.
ray.
lp
Work on Murray State's new
SALE-Electric refrigerator,
men's dormitory was started early FOR
electric stove, new electric Oak Barn Wood For Sale. Connew
last week, and plans include the
heater, dining table, vic- venient location fur trucks. Mack
readiness of the building for oc-' water
trula, and chairs. All in good Thomas Tarry, Dexter, Ky. A151.)
cupants, September 23.
condition. See Mrs. Robert A.
will pay
The building, wnich is under the Jones, 1006 W. Main St., Murray, RAGS WANTED-We
price for clean cotton rags
direct charge of Guy Gardner, Ky.
lp good
delivered to Ledger do Times ofchief college carpenter, is being
It
built with labor furnished by the LOST-Fringed black scarf. valued fice.
-local group of National Youth Ad- as gift. Finder kindly call 213.
TOMATOES. suitable to
GREEN
ministration workers.
lc
Mrs. Elizabeth Taylor.
making catsup. etc., available
The brick veneer building is deCalloway County Vegetable Growbe
who
may
to
those
NOTICE
signed to accommodate approxiers Association shed, located in
mately 100 men. The brick work in need of saw dust. I am haul- the A. G. Outland Tobacco barn.
on the project will not be started, ing some good fresh saw' dust. 25c per bushel. Bring your conhowever, until all else is com- When I haven't orders I am stor- tamers.
1p
pleted, as it is desired the dorm ing it. Then I have to charge $1
be ready for use by the beginning for hehandling; so buy now and
save the difference.
You may
of the fall semester.
write or call 143-W. C. R. Broach.
Located at the intersection of West
lp
Main, Murray, Ky.
24-PHON ES-25
North 16th Street with the Five
Points and Mayfield Road. the HELP
WANTED - Responsible Bliss Tea,
lb. 15e Hi lb-. 2$e
Warren S. Swann Dormitory, de- young or middle-aged woman to
Sc
Popped Wheat, pkg.
signed by G. Tandy Smith, will work in established firm in MurToasties. has vitamin B
also include a workshop.
ray. Reasonable employment for Post
10e
restored, 13 oz. pkg.
right party.
Apply in writing
Sc
only, stating full particulars and Nice Cantaloupes
CHERRY CORNER BAPTIST
circumstances, to Box 191, Mur- Large Oranges. 2 for
_
Sc
REVIVAL TO BEGIN JULY 2S ray, Ky.
lc Large Lemons, 3 for
Sc
The annual revival meeting of WANTED-Three passengers fur Wonder Fluff or Temple Garden
the Cherry Corner Baptist church Detroit, Mich. Leaving Monday
10c
Salad Dressing. 8 oz. _
will begin Sunday, July 28. with morning. Get in touch i
w tth me
25c
Quart
ISc
Pint
the Rev. B. R. Winchester of Ben- at the Sheriff's -Office. " irksey
Georgia Watermelons ('heap
ton doing the preaching.
telephone. Herbert McCuisbon. lc
,_ loc
Gallon Cooking Apples
Preaching services will be held
PI.ENTY of Glads, all shades-35c, Pure Lard. SO lb. can best --- $3.53
twice daily
with the morning
worship beginning at 10:45 and 50c, and $1 00. Murray Nursery.' 8 lb. Bucket
65c
the evening services scheduled for and Flutist, 800 Olive, Phone Plant Bunch Beans till Aug. 5 to 01
384-J
A15c
7:45 o'clock, according to the Rev.
10c
Tobacco Beans, lb.
J. H. Thurman, pastor of the Cher- OUTBOARD MOTOR FOR SALE Red
25e
3 lbs
ry Corner Church.
Johnson Seahorse 14 h. p. A-1
mechanical condition.
Will sell Life Buoy Toilet Soap, bar
eae
Logan county's •"beef cattle com- for $35 for quick sale. See Jim3 Bars for
mittee" has decided
to add 50 mie Hart at Holland & Hart Drug Corn Chops and Wheat Chicken
community service bulls this year Co.
lc
50e
Feed, 25 lbs.
to the total already possessed.
65e
MOTORCYCLE
FOR
SALE - Laying. Mash. 25 lbs.
$2.10
'Indian 4-cylinder.
1011 lbs. .
One of the
best motorcycles in this section. 46 oz. can Stokely's finest
Will sell for $85 cash or will trade
15c
Grapefruit Juice
for panel truck in good condition, See William
J. Finney, Unsweetened Grapefruit Juice
15c
2 No. 2 Cans
Supreme Radio Service.
lc
10c
New Corn. 4 for
SHOT
GUN
FOR
SALE-.410
50c
Good Flour, 24 be.
FOR RENT-Unfurnished apart- gauge Winchester repeater. cham75c
ment. Apply to Reubie
Wear, bered for the 3-inch shell, which 24 lbs. White Frost Four
20e
208 N. 5th St.
tf is practically same load as 20 Apple Vinegar, Gal,
gauge, but much more effective Gal. Red Pickling. Vinegar
WE SPECIALIZE in Tasty Fancy at long range, making it an ideal
20c
Cages, Pies, Pastries for parties gun for squirrels. rabbits and White Pickling Vinegar, gal.
6c
and social functions of every de- other small game. Full choke. White Jowl Meat, lb.
scription. Let us serve you. Mur- Pra&ically new and has not been Pay in Trade for Eggs
18c
ray Baking Co. Phone 79.
if

LOST-One light meter used in
photography wurk.
Lost somewhere between Dr. J. C. Melvins
and Court Square in Murray.
Reward. Return to H. A. Gilliam,
The' PTA Chapter of the New Jr., 919 W. •Broadway, Mayfield,
Concord High school are taking Kentucky. West Ky. Rural Eelc
three days off for their annual Coop. Corporation.
tfc
varattorrtrip. This year they have
chosen Reelfoot Lake as the most 'STORAGE TOO HIGH-SACRIdesirable place to spend these three -PICK BABY GRAND PIANOdays.
Must Sell! Will sell this small
They will leave the New Con- baby grand piano with bench for
cord schoolhouse at 8:00 a. m. $141.50 balance on terms of only
Thursday.
$8 per month, rather than go to
The group is very enthusiastic any more expense on it. Party
and a splendid time is anticipated. assuming the balance must be

TOLLEY & CARSON

Vi- NGSTER you see tumbling about
in •(•:‘,-,.,f.-y• play is „a . future champ, For today
1S.11YOtlucing young people who
hii“, a 'rn!",_:h 'better i.:hance .of .a healthy and
happ.,.• !!'•• thkn .did their grandparents. The
pal! nlEi's
in building health-is well
to ii-Tr
:
.-Stinburst milk meets every
sIti!:i if perfection for _building - health:

WORK STARTED
ON MEN'S DORM

Beginning Wednesday, August 3.
seven Murray Beauty Shops will
remain closed during each Wednesday, it was announced this
week.
La Vanite Beauty Shop, The
Modern Beauty Shop, Raymond's
Beauty Shop. Mai Donne Beauty
Salon, Murray Beauty Shop, the STREAmur= In; WRECKER
Elite Beauty Shop, and the beauty SERVICE. New equipment. 24shop recently taken over by Mrs. hour, fast. dependable Wrecker
Louise Turner and Mrs. Orr all Service. Charges reasonable. Day
have agreed to close on Wednes- phone 97; Night phone 543-W.
days during the rest of the sum - Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales
miler.
-and Service.

la

It's . started again!
Each year,
there's always tall stories .making too .round of freaks that can
can be found in the various gardens, and now. the first one of this
year, comes from Hardin . . .
At Edwards Barber Shop, a cabbage is on 'display that weighs
11 pounds. and is 32 inches in
diameter. and 36 inches long • It
was grown by Cratus Edwards,

future

Training is Scheduled to Regis
During Fall Semester

ICE CREAM SUPPER

CABBAGE TALE

meet the

FLYING UNIT TO
BE SET UP HERE

- -- -More Homemakers
Clubs to Organize

WE BUY COUNTRY PRODUCE
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Murray Food Market
Phone 12

te
It
he
G.

Prompt Delivery 9

ilt

SUGAR
10 LBS. •4.5`
PURE
100 ,LBS.
SUGAR
'4"
VINEGAR BULK 2 GALLONS 25'
FRUIT JARS QTS. DOZ. 59c
CRACKERS 2 LB "X
13`
COFFEE BULK 3 LBS. 29c
MAXWELL
COFFEE LB. 25c
HOUSE
SWEETHEART
TOILET SOAP 19c
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FRESH VEGETABLES - ALL KINDS

GI

THE COLDEST DRINKS IN TOWN

th
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VISIT OUR MEAT DEPT.

cc
as
ca

FOR LUNCH MEATS OF ALL KINDS
LOCAL AND K. C. CUTS OF BEEF

LARD

50 LB. CanSilver
Swift's
Leaf

Of
PI

$365

PAYING 16c IN TRADE FOR EGGS
o•e

A

THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY
HOME

et
tn

are ever observed in the Service, Comfort
and Convenience of the

do

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
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Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date in All
Appointments and Most
Reasonable Rates

tr

Write TURNER MILAM, Manager
for Reservations
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